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Murray is preferred 4-lane state route
By MARK YOUNG
•
Staff Writer
The route that runs through
Murray is the preferred route for
a four-lane highway that would
connect Cadiz to Mayfield, a
state highway official said last
week.
Charles Raymer, assistant state
highway engineer for preconstruction, said Friday that of the
three proposed routes for the
highway. Murray is the one that
is favored.
"We've staked the Murray
route, and we're proposing that
the highway follow the Murray
route," he said.
Officials plan for a limited-

access highway with 40-foot
depressed medians and 125-foot
rights of way from the median's
center line.

Si Once we get the funding for it, the plan will be
approved. ft's in limbo right now. 93

The one thing holding the project back right now is that it was
not approved by the General
Assembly during its recent session because the session ended
without a budget set for the next
fiscal year. "Once we get the
Funding for it, the plan will be
approved," Raymer said. "It's in
limbo right now."

...Charles Raymer

highway. The special session
would have to take place before
July 1, which is the start of the
next fiscal year.
Kentucky has been building
east-west routes to connect southern cities from Hazard to Bowling Green. One of the last phases
of the project will connect Bowling Green to Cadiz and Cadiz to

Raymer said that when the
General Assembly meets in a
special session to approve a
budget, it will likely include the
funding for the Mayfield-Cadiz

Mayfield.
State officials held a public
meeting in Murray back in September to discuss the Cadiz to
Mayfield part of the project,
which they said would cost more
than $4 million. Also included in
the overall project is the construction of new four-lane bridges
over Kentucky Lake and Lake

City pay on average low
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Mayor Bill Cherry said his top
priority for next year's budget is
salary increases for city
employees.
According to a recent salary
survey, the city's top employees
earn significantly more money
than the average paid in other
cities while general fund employees' wages are much lower than
the average.
Cherry_s said the city's top
administrative employees do earn
more than others in their category
because they have additional
duties that others do not.
For instance, the city administrator is in charge of both the
public works and general fund
departments. In most cities, the
duties are separated, Cherry said.
Other occupations, such as a
laborer or police officer, are near

Cherry agreed that most city
employees, excluding those top
management positions, are
underpaid.
"I'm going to do all I can to
get it up," Cherry said. "After the
first of the year, we'll look at
revising the tax system."
During recent budget discussions in the city's finance committee, an across-the-board 3 percent salary increase has been
mentioned.
Cherry said many general fund
employees get "perks" such as
the hazardous duty retirement
plan, which allows police and fire
department employees to retire in
20 years.
While those benefits are not
included in the base salary, Cherry said the money spent adds up.
"It counts for us because we
have to pay it," he said.

Si After the first of the
year, we'll look at revising the tax system. II
Bill Cherry

the bottom of the pay scale.
Cherry said because the jobs are
paid from the general fund, salary
money is limited.
"We don't have a decent tax
base," the mayor said.
When asked about increasing
taxes or imposing a new tax,
Cherry said it will not happen
this year.
"We don't have enough time,"
he said. "We're hoping we've got
enough money to have a satisfactory budget."

Barkley at an estimated cost of
$60 million each.
The first alternate for the highway would follow closely to or
on top of the present Ky. 80,
which. runs through Hardin. The
second alternate would run close
to the Calloway-Marshall county
line. It would cross U.S. 641 N.
approximately 3.4 miles south of
Hardin.
The third alternate would run
completely through Calloway
County, beginning parallel with
Ky. 94. The road would go north
of 94 near Ky. 732 and cross
U.S. 641 N. near Vanderbilt
Chemical Company. It would
continue across the county para-

TOP HONORS

HARRY AL L ISON/photo

Lisa HIP was honored as secretary of the year arid Dr. Robert Ethers
ton was named boss of the year during the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries international banquet Monday night. Pictured:
Gall Parker and Ronnie Gibson of Bank of Murray, Hill, Etherton and
Rhonda Roger*, CPS, of Murray State University.

III See Page 2

liel to Ky. 121.
Alternate 2 is the shortest
mileage route, measuring 29.6
miles. Alternate I would measure
approximately 29.8 miles and
Alternate 3 is estimated at 34.1
miles and would carry the
second-highest amount of daily
traffic, according to studies done
last year.
"We'll soon be at the point
where we need to get moving on
this," Raymer said. "We're trying
to get the word out on this, but
we're not in a position to officially release anything on it yet."
Raymcr said once the plan is
approved by the General Assembly, the state will begin to purchase rights of way for the
highway.

Election
begins in
South Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Determined to
make history, black South Africans climbed out of hospital beds
and left their squatter shacks
today to vote for the first time to
replace white rule with
democracy.
They refused to be cowed by
two days of bomb blasts that
killed 21 people and injured more
than 150 in an attempt to disrupt
the election that will install Nelson Mandela as president.
More than 100,000 police and
army troops ----well over double
the number originally planned —
were deployed to protect voters,
who were electing a 400-seat
National Assembly and a 90-seat
Senate.
• See Page 2

Nixon funeral brings president full circle
By MICHAEL FLEEMAN
Associated Press Writer
YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP)ti
— The pattern of ruin and renewal that defined Richard Nixon
repeats itself in his final journey.
The same Boeing 707 that took
the 37th president home after he
resigned rather than face
impeachment over the Watergate

Nixon, who spent a political
lifetime battling Democrats, will
be buried Wednesday on the
grounds of his childhood home.
One of the eulogies will come
from President Clinton, the baby

• See Page 2

Those who knew Nixon say the
funeral arrangements are fitting

for a man who resigned in disgrace only to emerge front political exile as an elder statesmen
whose counsel was sought by his
successors, both Republican and
Democrat.
"Politics are full of ironies,"
said former Nixon aide Ken Khachigian, "and Richard Nixon's
politics are probably fuller than
most."
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STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

alth Bank, which
Ground was officially broken Monday afternoon at the future site of United Commonwe
soon on the new
to
begin
d
ion
is
schedule
Construct
will be located at the corner of 12th and Main streets.
John Warren
Outland,
J.D.
board
chairman
Sanders,
Pat
Baker,
Mike
Tim
Miller,
left:
from
facility. Pictured
Nix, president John Peck and Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.

SPORTS
• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7..30 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.

NI The Murray Tigers took full advantage
0( 15 walks issued to them kw an 18-0
demolishing of Mayfield Monday afternoon at Mayfield.

Page 10

1 he first stop in California
today was a Marine base that is
closing, the casualty of a defense
budget that shrank with the end
of the Cold War that shaped Nixon's career.
Nixon's final resting place is
the nine-acre Nixon Library and
Birthplace, built on the citrus
farm once run by his family. The

grave is near the site of the house
where Nixon was born 81 years
ago. He referred to in the opening
line of his memoirs: "I was born
in the house my father byilt."
The farmland failed the Nixon
family; the lemon trees never
took to the soil, one of the first of
many setbacks and disappoint• See Page 3

MSU scholarships
go to Arnett, Clark

READY TO BUILD

Tornadoes
move through
Plains, Midwest
By The Associated Press
A tornado struck south of Dallas on Monday, and a powerful
thunderstorm shelled the northern
part of the state with baseballsize hail. Two people were
reported killed and more than a
dozen injured.
The twister blacked out power
and communications in the suburbs of DeSoto and Lancaster.
Medical examiners told Fort
Worth radio station WRAP there
were two storm-related deaths in
Lancaster.
At least a dozen people were
injured in the two suburbs. Damage included overturned cars and
power lines downed across the
highway.
A tornado also ripped through

boom Democrat who protested
Nixon's Vietnam War policies as
a student in Britain. First lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton was a
lawyer on the House Judiciary
Committee as it considered
impeachment charges against
Nixon.

scandal was to carry his body to
California from New York today
for a lavish state funeral in the
town of his birth.

BRIEFLY...

NOTICE
111 Elections for two parent posibons on
Calloway County High School's SiteBased Council will be at 7 p m Tuesday in the cafeteria All parents are
encouraged to attend
•Out of respect for the late President
Richard Nixon, the United States Post
Office will not provide home delivery
Wednesday and the windows will be
closed.

•
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Two local high school students tured, more challenging programs
have accepted Presidential Scho- of study that will increase the
larships at Murray State students' opportunities for
achievement.
University.
Begun in 1974, the Presidential
Mike Arnett is a senior at Calloway County High School and Scholars program is designed to
Misty Clark is a senior at Murray reward excellence and enhance
the entire university through the
High.
Considered MSU's most presti- presence of the scholars on
gious scholarship award, the campus.
Applicants for the Presidential
Presidential Scholarship covers
ip should rank in the
Scholarsh
board
the cost of tuition, room,
and fees for a total of four years. upper 7 percent of their class and
have a minimum composite ACT
Arnett and Clark were selected
as two of only 16 students to score of 29, or be a National
receive the award from a pool of Merit Semi-Finalist.
Scholarship recipients must
approximately 100 qualified
maintain a 3.2 grade point averapplicants.
Presidential Scholars are auto- age at Murray State.
.The son of Harold Arnctt of
matically admitted into the Murray State Honors Program and are
permitted to develop less struc- • See Page 2
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FROIA PAGE 1
Gower. Mo.. and Roma Amen
of Murray. Mike Amen MU a 4.0
grade-point avenge and is vale&tonsil, reeking first in his graduating class at Calloway High.
While is high school. he has
been involved with several organizations. secluding the Kestucky
Youth Association. State YMCA
Board of Directors, vanity tennis
team, Murray-Calloway County
Youth Leadership Council, Beta
Club, D.A.R.E. program. Student
Council, Student Government,
Student Court, church youth
group, Boy Scouts of America,
Performing Arts Club, Math
Team and the Medical Shadowing Program.
He has served as captain of the

MIKE ARNETT
varsity football team, president
and chaplain of the Co-ed Y
Club, public relations officer of
the varsity speech and debate
team, vice president of the Foreign Language Club and sports
editor of the school newspaper.
He has also been named i Kentucky Governor's Scholar, Youth
Governor of Kentucky, AllAmerican Scholar, Who's Who
Among American High School
Students, National English Merit
•Pui
ei• Aa• qb. ••
ft:
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The daeginer of the Rev. Calvia and Judith Clark of MAIM
Minty Chet has a 95.57 gradepoint average at Murray High.
Clark's activities throughout
high school include the jazz
band. choir, Tn-Alpha Christian
girls club. Spanish Club, academic seam and Academic Club.
She has served as section leader of the concert, pep and marching band. Clark has also plaYed
in the Murray State University
Symphonic Band and community
baat
In addition, she has served as
president of her church's
Methodist Youth Fellowship and
the piano throughout the
plays
MISTY CLARK
services.
Award recipient, Hugh O'Brian
Her honors include being
Youth Leadership Ambassador, selected a 1993 Governor's SchoAlpha Phi Omega Outstanding
lar and a National Merit ComService Award, WSJP-Century 21
mended Student. Named to
Student of the Week, Most OutWho's Who Among American
standing Honors English 1, 11 and
High School Students, Clark has
III Student, Most Outstanding
placed in the Governor's Cup
Pre-Calculus Student, in addition
Competition on regional and state
to several sports awards.
levels in English composition.
Arnett was voted "Most Likely
Having received superior ratto Succeed" and "Mr. Calloway ings, Clark advanced to state
County High School" by his marching band competition for
senior classmates. He has also four years throughout high
been named "Most Outstanding school, in addition to being
Senior" by the teachers at Callo- selected to the Quad State Band
way High.
her senior year.
Arnett plans to pursue a course
Clark plans to major in politiof study in pre-medicine at MSU cal science and pursue a career as
in preparation for a career as a a lawyer upon graduation from
pediatrician.
Murray State.

II
South Africa...
who is
FROM
PAGE 1
Scattered problems were
reported due to bomb threats and
delayed ballot papers.
"Today is a day like no other
before it," Mandela, the head of
the African National Congress

virtually guaranteed of
becoming president, said in a
statement to the nation. "Today
marks the dawn of our freedom.
Suspicion over the bomb blast
Sunday and Monday focused on
white extremists.

•Tornadoes...
FROM PAGE 1
Talihina, Okla., damaging houses
and injuring at least four people,
including one person who apparently had a heart attack.
Authorities said at least 26
houses and trailer homes were
destroyed and 33 heavily
damaged. The town of 1,300 residents is in southeastern Oklahoma, near the Arkansas line.
The tornado was part of .a
severe storm system that rumbled

REI

•City pay...

across the central part of the
nation. Twisters were reported in
parts of Colorado, Nebraska,
South Dakota, Oklahoma and
Texas. The tornadoes and other
high winds ripped roofs off barns
and trailer homes, and downed
trees and power lines.
Heavy dust carried on winds
up to 55 mph roared through
southwest Kansas, reducing visibility to less than a quarter-mile.
.Earlier Monday, high winds,
severe thunderstorms and a dust
storm 'moved across Oklahoma.

The following natoreistios was
compiled with Roues provided
by the Kemocky League of Cities
1994 Wage and Salary Survey.
According so the survey, salary
information presented is "based
upon the total teplar compeasagoo paid to the employee with
the pay period beginning July 1.
1993."
Totals do not include overtime,
retirement contribution, or other
compensations. Police and fire
supplemental pay is not included.
The totals are actually avenges if
more than one employee is listed
under one job tide.
How Murray ranks
Murray is included with 15
other cities with populations
ranging from 10,000 to 20,000,
according to the 1990 census.
The total number of cities
responding is denoted in
parenthesis.
'Mayor - salary of $15,000 is
seventh (16) and $505 above
average.
'City clerk - salary of $34,600
is seventh (16) and $2,489 above
average.
'Assistant city clerk - salary
of $21,800 is fourth (10) and $851
above average.
•Financis director - salary of
$52,250 is first (10) and $18,744
above average.
•Clty planner - salary of
$43,750 is first (7) and $11,783
above average.
•Parks dIractor - salary of
$27,000 is seventh (11) and $127
above average.
'City administrator - salary
of $62,800 is first (10) and
$11,447 above average.
•Polic• chief
salary of
$33,150 is 12th (16) and $4,899

FROM PAGE 1
When the city council
approved a $3.3 minims budget
for 1993-94. it included a 3 percent raise for general fund
employees sad raises ramie.
from 2 to 5 percent for public
works employees.
Following approval of the
1993-94 budget, Cherry termed
the public waits raises "salary
adjustments." He said the 5 percent increase was a "merit
adjustment."
During the June 10, 1993,
meeting in which the budget
passed 8-3, some general fund
workers protested the raises set
by the following salary levels: 5
percent - 518.000 and under; 4
percent -$18,000 to $30,000; 3
percent - $30,000 to $40,000
and 2 percent - $40,000 and
above.
Cherry justified the raises last
year by citing the benefits of
hazardous duty retirement.
An individual on hazardous
duty pays 7 percent of his gross
wages into a retirement fund per
pay period. The city matches that
money with an 18.7 percent
contribution.
Non-hazardous duty employees
pay 5 percent of their gross
wages per pay period and the city
matches that with an 8.82 percent
contribution.
Once • a hazardous duty
employee retires, he will collect
what he has paid in and will
receive 100 percent state-paid
health insurance for him and his
dependents.
Non-hazardous duty employees
also collect what they have paid,
but receive 100 percent health
insurance only for themselves.
However, only firefighters and
police officers are covered under
hazardous duty. Other general
fund employees including street
department workers and other
support staffs are not qualified
for the 20-year-retirement plan.
Twenty-one general fund
employees are listed on the nonhazardous duty retirement program but they received only a 3
percent raise last year, rather than
one in accorandance with their
salary range.
The City of Murray pays the
highest salaries for some of its
employees and the least to others,
according to a salary survey
recently released.

below average.

•Poilce captain - salary of
$21,450 is eighth (8) and 55,595
below average.
'Pollee sergeant - salary of
$20,000 is 14th (16) and $1,984
below average.
•Police officer - salary of
$16,400 is 16th (16) and $4,796
below average.
'Detective - salary of $18,900
is 10th (10) and $5,156 below
average.
'Dispatcher - salary of
$16,000 is 10th (13) and $865
below average.
'Fire chief- salary of $29,100
is 13th (15) and $3,349 below
average.
'Assistant fire chief -- salary
of $22,000 is seventh (9) and
$4,817' below average.
M See Page 3

• PUBLIC NOTICE •
MAY IS BETTER HEARING MONTH
The professionals at Stone-Lang invite you to take advantage of their
BETTER HEARING MONTH OFFER.
FREE HEARING TEST

III
Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

Vanna's Choice

MAITRE!!

Hearing screening test for adults (age 18 &
Up). If indicated, a hearing evaluation will
be available to determine the proper selection and fitting for hearing aids.

II

FREE HEARING AID CHECK-UP

4

If you presently wear a hearing aid, we will
clean it and electro-acoustically check the
performance in our FONUC hearing instrument test chamber..regardless of where the
aid was purchased!

Bedding prices
being offered
now during
Vanna's Choice
Mattress Sale!

Delivery
with Back Supportee set purchase

FREE

•tr,

Pickup of Old Mattress
with Back Supporter' set purchase

Ask about our low Battery Club prices!

FREE

Ifyou or someone you love experiences difficulty hearing.., plan
now to visit ouroffice during May. Please callnow... appointments
are recommended as it will reduce waiting to a minimum.

0% Financing

SPRING
AIR

Ask for Detafts

Outside Murray: 1-800-949-5728
TWIN

FULL

QUEEN

$49e4 $6944 $99z
'when sold In sets

202 S. 5th St
Murray, Ky.

'when sold in elite

**bon sold In oohs

PIERDOIM1
Furniture & Mattress

f

FROM PAGE 2
'Fire captain - salary
$21,900 is eighth (11) and $4
below average.
'Fire lieutenant - salan
$20,200 is eighth (10) and $3
below average.
'Firefighter-salary of $16
is 12th (13) and $3,919 134
average.
'Public works foreman ary of $24,210 is 10th (14)
$2,531 below average.
'Laborer - salary of $10
is 15th (15), and $7,785 bi
average.
'Refuse collector - salar
$18,000 is first (6) and $2
above average.
'Water plant superIntem

FREE

BATTERIES ON SALE

206 South 4th • Murray

•City pay.

..7"e*".

During May,all hearing aids will be specially
priced.

AID CENTER
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See and hear the latest in hearing aid
technology...including the computer programmable instrument! Hearing aids will be
available on a 30 day trial.

STONE-LANG
Co.
HEARING

FROM PAGE 1

,t4

DEMONSTRATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

HEARING AIDS ON SALE

(502) 753-8055

SPECIAL

•Nixon...
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Michael K. Stone. BC-HIS
Hearing Instrument Specialist
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REPORTS
April 11
.John K. Laster, 32, was arrested and charged with fourthdegree assault loHovAng a domestic dispute.
APS) SO
•Tonya G. McReynolds, 18, Olive Street, was wrested on a
warrant charging her with receiving stolen property.
•A 14-year-old juvenile was charged with receiving stolen
property in connection with a bicycle theft.
.David Adam Bray, 18, Hazel, was wrested on a warrant
charging him with second-degree burglary.
•Ryan C. Lortz, 23, Vine Street, was arrested and charged
with disorderly conduct, alcohol intoxication, possession of
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
April 22
•Donal 0. Dillard, Alur-Cal Apartments, was charged with
three counts of child abuse. Police responded to a 911-hang
up call from Alur-Cal Apartments. Reports indicated that when
Officer Chris Greer arrived at the apartment, he heard a child
screaming and a slapping sound. When Dillard answered the
door, he allegedly told police he was spanking his girlfriend's
children with a belt. The children, ages four through six, had
whelps on their buttocks. Dillard was transported to the Calloway County Jail.
April 23
*Charles Blanton, 39, Spruce Street, was charged on a
warrant for shoplifting.
•Marquitta R. Jones, 29, Cherry Street, was charged with
second-degree possession of a forged instrument after she
allegedly attempted to Cash a stolen check at two local
businesses. She was also charged with shoplifting from IGA.
•Theima's Bargain Bin, Pogue Avenue, reported approximately $4,790 worth of merchandise stolen in a recent
burglary.
April 24
•Thomas C. Buchanan Jr., 39, South First Street, was
charged with possession of marijuana
April 25
•Jamie Richard Dhaene, 22, Buchanan, Tenn., was
charged with fourth-degree assault following a domestic
dispute.
•Irvin R. Pryor, 29, Vine Street, was charged with alcohol
intoxication and possession of marijuana.
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lents in Nixon's life.
Nixon will lie next to his wife,
at, who died last year of lung
ancer after a lifetime in the
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vhich he told the press it
vouldn't "have Nixon to kick
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•FIre captain — salary of
21,900 is eighth (11) and $4,143
ielow average.
•Fire lieutenant — salary of
i20,200 is eighth (10) and $3,430
ielow average.
•Flrefighter—salary of $16,950
12th (13) and $3,919 below
iverage.
'Public works foreman — salIry of $24,210 is 10th (14) and
i2,531 below average.
•Laborer — salary of $10,974
; 15th (15)• and $7,785 below
verage.
•Refue• collector — salary of
18,000 is first (6) and $2,705
boys average.
*Water plant superintendent
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Scientists find missing link

MUMMY POLICE

II Nixon...

A •

NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists have discovered evidence of
the top quark, the missing subatomic piece in the theory of matter, published reports say.
The top quark is one of 12 subatomic particles in the Standard
Model theory, which defines
what is known of the atom and its
structure, and is central to understanding the nature of time, matter and die universe. Eleven of
those panicles have been found,
but the top quark has eluded scientists for two decades.
The discovery, made by a team
of 439 scientists from the United
States, Canada, Italy, Japan and
Taiwan, working at the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory
in Batavia, Ill., was reported
Saturday in the Chicago Tribune.
It was to be announced simultaneously today around the world,
The New York Times said.
Though unlikely to affect
everyday life, the finding, if confirmed, would be a major

breakthrough in physics. Without
the top quark, the Standard Model would collapse, forcing scientists to rethink three decades of
work worth billions of dollars.
"We've seeded the top quark.
It figures in all our calculations
for further processes, and none of
them would be right if it weren't
there," Hans A. Bethe, a Nobel
laureate in physics at Cornell
University, said in today's Times.
All matter is made of atoms.
Nearly 100 years ago, scientists
discovered atoms were made of
smaller particles, such as protons
and neutrons. But these subatomic particles later showed signs of
being made of yet smaller building blocks, six quarks and six
leptons.
Various combinations of these
12 particles are believed to make
up all matter.
The race to find the top quark
involved experiments on
machines that accelerate particles
almost to the speed of light, mak-

mg them crash into one another
and break down into their smallest elements.
The latest experiment was run
at the Fermilab's Tevatron,
four-mile circular accelerator in
an underground tunnel, the Times
said.
Additional study will be
nettled to establish the existence
of the top quark.

TOKYO (AP) --- When Tsutomu Hata became prime 'minister,
he knew one of his toughest tasks
would be keeping his fragile
coalition together. He was
already deep into his first crisis
today, his second day in office.
His coalition's largest party,
the Socialists, today reaffirmed a
decision to break away, leaving
the new prime minister without a
parliamentary majority and no
lost the 1962 governor's race.
Cabinet.
Soon after, Nixon went East on
The internecine fighting is
the path that would lead him to likely to further delay the passage
the White House and, finally, of a budget for the current fiscal
back home again.
year, which began three weeks
The former president's town is ago, and to cloud hopes Japan
steadfastly proud of ilS native will be able to respond by a June
son, the only California-born deadline with decisive marketpresident of the United States.
opening measures to avert U.S.
It is here where Nixon chose to trade sanctions.
have his casket viewed today, not
American officials have presin the Capitol, where he served as sured Japan's prime minister to
a representative and senator cut the red tape wielded by
before Congress became his bureaucrats in Tokyo, which they
enemy.
describe as a barrier to foreign
products.
Washington also has been urging Japan to implement a longterm tax cut as a way of increasing consumer demand for
— salary of $41,200 is first (7) and
imports. Hata has promised a
$6,521 above average.
decision on taxes by June, but
•Water plant operator — salthat deadline is now in doubt.
ary of $19,750 is fifth (7) and $580
The Socialists' revolt was
above average.

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ross & Danny Ross

sparked just hours after Hata, a
conservative, was elected by Parliament to replace Morihiro
Hosokawa, who resigned after
only eight months in office
because of a scandal over his
finances.
The Socialists were infuriated
by a surprise move Monday to
create a formal bloc of the coalition's conservatives. The action
was believed to have been engineered by lchiro Otawa, widely
regarded as Japan's most powerful politician.
The Socialists have often been
at odds with the conservatives in
the coalition, an uncomfortable
grouping formed last summer
mainly to overthrow the Liberal
Democrats who had governed for
38 years.
But, as the largest party in the
coalition, they had a strong role
in running parliament, including
the right to appoint a Socialist as
speaker of the lower house. The
new bloc, however, gave the conservatives more scats than the
Socialists.
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First day for Japan's prime
minister begins with crisis
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Ultimate Communications of Murray, Ky. can
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
—Full Time Certified Technician—

Ultimate
Communications
810 B Sycamore St. • Murray • 753-2640
Hours: 9 ant-S p.m Mon.-Fri. • Owner Tim Robertson

13-11-1111•G-0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
1,3O0 Letter H Jackpot!!!
$100 Each
• 14 Games
• $1200 Jackpot — (56) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
• Letter "11- — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1300!
(Consolation PnLe - $100)
• 3 Special Games -- Double Bingo pays 60'4, 75'4 and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 Nurth, Murray. Ky.

Help
Us...

Ronnie

...Help
Them.
Representatives of the Murray Ledger & Times
will be promoting a circulation drive to help
W.A.T.C.H.(Work Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped).
For each new subscriber enlisted, a portion of the
money will be donated to

Our new Low Rates on installment loans really
give you room to grow. Do some landscaping
around the yard. Build an addition to your house
before you outgrow it. Or even grow your mind
wip a higher education.

There's no better time to visit The Cumberland
for a loan. We'll give you Quick Answers on
your loan application too. For extended
banking hours, visit a Cumberland Banking
Center inside many Kroger stores

And these great low rates aren't just for growth
opportunities. Talk to us about a loan for a car or
buck,a new boat, or even your dream vacation

Call a Cumberland installment loan specialist
for details today. But, huny, before interest
rates start to grow.

W.A.T.C.H. receives approximately 60 percent of
their funding from the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Board Inc.,
who contracts with W.A.T.C.H. for services provided to persons with mental retardation/developmental disabilities. However, the center depends on community support for the remaining 40
percent.
Calls will be made:

The Cur,tetr...laal Bank
305 N. 12th Street, Suite D 753-8800
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ANALYSIS

Another landmark
in a pathbreaking
political journey

,

By JILL LAWRENCE
AP Political Writer
-

".•

-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Barbara Bush talked about home and
hearth. Hillary Rodham Clinton talked about hypocrisy and margin
calls. Within hours of each other on national TV, they defined the
distance between yesterday's first lady and the breakthrough model
of today.
"George broils a mean steak," Barbara Bush said Friday in typically homey remarks to Republicans at the Nixon Library in Yorba
Linda, Calif. Privacy is wonderful, she said, and so is the couple's
newly built Houston home.
"It's our dream house. It's our last house. It's our 31st." said
Mrs. Bush, a traditional political wife who stood by her man for all
31 moves. Now, she told her friendly audience, "we have more
broken furniture and chipped china than anyone else in America."
Cut a couple of hours later to Mrs. Clinton, fielding inquiries on
her past investments, business deals and legal career at a full-stale
White House news conference. "It's a little difficult for us as a
country, maybe, to make the transition." Mrs. Clinton said of her
approach to the job.
Indeed. Other first couples have his-and-her bath towels; this one
had his-and-her press conferences, within an hOur of each other, in
separate rooms at the White House.
Mrs. Clinton said Eleanor Roosevelt had held 340 news conferences while she was first lady. But Geraldine Ferraro's 1984
attempt to clarify her family's finances was probably the session
that most resembled Mrs. Clinton's Whitewater interrogation.
Ferraro, then the Democratic candidate for vice president, submitted to nearly two hours of questions about her taxes, her campaign finance records, her husband's real estate dealings, the family's net worth, and other financial issues. She was calm and forceful, and she saved her spot on the ticket.
The consequences of Mrs. Clinton's pathbreaking foray are
bound to be less clear-cut.
The controversy over the Clintons' long-ago real estate investment and its ties to a failed savings and loan is exacting some cost.
A U.S. News and World Report poll released Friday found a third
of Americans believe Mrs. Clinton has hurt her husband's presidency — twice as many as a year ago. And four in 10 said she hasn't
been truthful about the family's finances.
In the short term, Mrs. Clinton's polished, conciliatory news
conference could result in the same type of popularity rebound her
husband experienced after he held his clear-the-air-on-Whitewater
session earlier this year.
But it is in the longer term that it's likely to have more impact,
particularly if she meant what she said at the end. "Could we do
this again?" someone asked. "I think — yeah, it sounds like fun."
Mrs. Clinton replied.
After a few first lady news conferences, some of them on substantial, high-stakes issues such as health reform, the idea of a
female president may come to seem inevitable rather than
unimaginable.
,
There is a conservative faction bent on convincing Americans
that Hillary Clinton already is running their country. Perhaps that's
'Why Mrs. Clinton wore pink on Friday, and spoke in a formal
dining room seated in a chair, rather than standing before a podium
in a more traditional business setting.
Perhaps that's also why she made her move the same day the
president was speaking out on a critical international issue, the
Bosnian war. And made a point of noting her unfamiliarity with
news conference procedure. "How does my husband ever make
these choices? These are hard choices," she giggled as questioners
clamored to be recognized.
Mrs. Clinton may also have tried to minimize the effect of her
news conference by choosing to have it on one of the busiest news
days in recent memory. Did she think, or perhaps hope, she'd be
overlooked?
Not likely. Some people revile her and others revere her, but
nobody ignores her. She's a transitional figure, well aware of the
complications that brings.
"We don't fit easily into a lot of pre-existing categories," Mrs.
Clinton said Friday of herself and her husband. "I came to this role
having worked my entire life. I started working in the summers
when I was 13. I worked through college; I worked through law
school. And after I was married, I continued to work. And after my
daughter was born ... I worked," she said.
She was independent. She ma& decisions. And she would be
herself in the White House. "I'm trying to find my way through
it," Mrs. Clinton said.

FROM OUR READERS
'
44-4
:fr.,•

Show youth community concern
Dear Editor:
With graduation time quickly approaching, it is particularly
thrilling to see both local school systems participating in "Project
Graduation." The emphasis for the program is a fun-filled, drugand alcohol-free night in which the graduating seniors close out
their years of togetherness in a safe and memorable way.
I am glad to support these efforts and 1 encourage businesses and
individuals to donate money and/or goods to help make "Project
Graduation" all that it can be for the good of some mighty fine
young people. Murfay and Calloway County have the opportunity
to be FOR something that is good as well as AGAINST things that
are evil. I hope the entire community will show the youth that we
can do more than talk.
John W. Dale
1606 Wiswell Road, Murray
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Cruel and unusual punishment?
It was a snug little schoolhouse. At least that is the way I
imagine it used to look: Nononsense white clapboard, the
only hint of frivolity the trim at
the top of the railings by the front
entrance. The ornamentation
gives the squat structure a slightly jaunty air so that even today
its demeanor is stern but appealing — a Victorian schoolmarm
whose ruffled petticoat peeks
from beneath a stiffly starched
skirt.
A closer look reveals that the
windows are gone, and the bell
that harshly summoned students
to class has rusted into silence.
The front door is quaintly bolted
shut, but some of its panels have
been removed. Small birds fly in
through the openings. They leave
through the space where the side
door belongs. It has been torn
down to fashion a gangplankstyle walkway.
When I first moved to Murray
six years ago, the Waters School
was a charming attraction of the
county park. Though not pain-

Constance Alexander

Amb

Ledger & Times colibmni.it
stakingly restored, it was in relatively good shape, a fading beauty. I marvelled that a building
like this one could stay unmolested in the absence of sophisticated security systems. In New
Jersey, where I came from, such
miracles didn't happen.
Apparently, they no longer
occur in Murray either.
You have to go inside to sec
the extent of the destruction. The
schoolhouse floor is littered with
leaves and discarded fast food
containers. Remnants of students'
desks look as if they have been
smashed for the sport of it. The
teacher's desk still sits at the
front of the room, but it has been
partially savaged, like a carcass
that has been worked over by a

pack of jackals.
A pot-bellied stove that ostensibly warmed generations of New
Concord school children is
stuffed with garbage, and the
black strip on the front wall that
replicates a chalkboard is cribbed
with the kind of graffiti I am
used to seeing on the walls of the
New York subway.
Scores of local kids have left
their signatures. David, Barry,
Linda, Bruce, Jason, Mandy,
Dan, Chris, Heather, Barbara,
Hillary and Jake — I hope you
make a mark in your lives that is
more noble than the one you left
at the old schoolhouse.
According to an article I read
in last week's paper, no organiza-

tion or group will accept responsibility for upgrading or renovating the deteriorating structure,
and there is not enough money in
the park board's budget to do
anything about it. Soccer fields
and other projects have found
outside patrons, but not the - old
schoolhouse. What a shame, but
it is not an unusual problem in
times of tight budgets and competing priorities.
As individuals and as a community we are constantly forced
to make choices about the causes
we'll invest in, and there is a limit to what we can give. In that
case, perhaps it is better to select
a few items to take care of properly, and let the others go.
This is not an appeal to save
the schoolhouse, but a plea for
death with dignity. If we cannot
protect the historic structure, then
perhaps we should dismantle it
and save it from further destruction. Anything less seems cruel
and unusual punishment for a
building that served us so well in
the past.
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Chivalry dead, but lechery lives on
It is only fitting that Barbara
Wine, a Chicago resident, would
come to me with a question on
etiquette.
As she put it: "Since you are
Chicago's finest arbitrator of good
taste, I'd like your opinion."
Modest as I am, I can't disagree
with her assessment of my keen
sense of good taste. And anybody
who disagrees ought to shut their
fat, drooly mouths and stick their
opinions in their wax-infested ears.
But let us get on to her question.
"It gets me mad if lam waiting at
a bus stop with a man or two and the
bus comes and they board before
MC.

"Common courtesy to me as a
woman tells me they should defer to
me.
"I don't care if men on the bus are
seated before me and I have to
stand. But little things like letting
me board first or holding the exit
door open for me, or opening any
doors, are still things I expect as a
woman.
"But some people say that if I
want and expect equal rights and
equal pay, I can't expect these
courtesies.
"I say being treated as a woman in
social instances has nothing to do
with these other issues.
"What do you think?"
That is a difficult question. On
the one hand, I agree with Ms.
Wine. On the other hand,I disagree.
And if I had a third hand, I'd say I'm
not sure.(And if I had a third hand,I
would run for Congress and set a
grabbing
record
for
new
contributions.)
As Ms. Wine concedes, modern
women demand equal rights and
equal pay, as they should. They

ROYKO SAYS

-t
kaskor

Mike Royko
Syndicated col umn ist
deplore sexists remarks in the workplace and many do not hesitate
filing lawsuits and calling in federal
agencies when they think their sensitivities have been violated. They
serve in the military. Many swear as
creatively as men, switch significant others when bored and demand
good tee times on the golf course.
All of this is OK with me,since I
am an enlightened, modern male. I
even took some night courses in
creative male weeping.
So it is something of a contradiction for them to expect men to open
doors, stand aside while getting on
and offL elevators, surrender a seat
on a bus, or pick up the tab for
dinner or drinks.
In fact, many women resent these
old-fashioned gestures. Some look
exasperated when a male person,

acting out of habit, dawdles on an
elevator, waiting for female persons
to get off first.
And if you think about it, such
well-meaning behavior is kind of
silly. Why should a man closest to
the door of an elevator stand there
like a mope until a woman in the
back of the elevator gets off? What
if the elevator cable breaksjust after
she has reached safety? Why should
the man plunge to his death while
the woman flounces away? That's
not equality. Equal rights, equal
risk, I say.
Yet, many women, such as Ms.
Wine, still expect men to extend
these outdated courtesies. And I
believe it is because of.the deplorable condition of their toes.
Ask any foot doctor and he will
tell you. that the majority of his
patients are women. Why? Because

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP, TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 26515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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many woman still persist in wearing
dumb shoes designed by wimpy
guys. At the end of the workday, or
even the beginning, the average
female toe hurts more than the
average male toe. And these painful
toes are why they want to get on the
bus to sit down first.
Well, I say that if you want
respect and equality, trow away
those silly dabs of Pucci or Gucci
leather and go to Scars and buy
yourself a set of sturdy work boots.
You don't see female Air Force
pilots walking like storks with their
toes sticking out.
On the other hand, old habits are
hard to shake. And I admit that I still
open doors,stand aside on elevators
and escalators and at bus stops, and
with an arm-flourish wave female
persons ahead.
But I am selective.
I do this only if the female person
has a perky bottom and shapely legs
(gams, as we called them in lessenlightened times), thus permitting
me to gaze admiringly at these
admirable physical attributes.
Naturally, I don't leer, whistle,
smack my lips,or pinch. A true gent
merely gazes admiringly. And if he
has real class, he wears dark glasses
so he can turn his head,as if looking
at something else, while still gazing
admiringly.(A tip: The dark glasses
also help you avoid harassment
lawsuits.)
So without seeing Ms. Wine, I
will offer this practical advice: Join
an aerobics class, trim down, drop
those pounds,wear something modest yet clinging, and you will probably get a better place in the bus stop
line.
Chivalry may be dead, but lechery lives on.
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Janice Rose's primary students at East Elementary performed a play
called "Trip-Trap, Trip-Trap," which was an adaption of - Three 8.1ly
Goats Gruff."
Murray primary studetns explore the ambulance during a visit to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Primary students enjoy a heart healthy feast at Robertson Elementary
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Calloway County Middle School students Scott Anderson, Kristy Lee
regional map
and Robert Arnett are shown working on a paper mache
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Southwest primary student Chris Alton enjoys loking at. a display of
"peep boxes" made by fifth-grade students.
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Sue Davenport presents an activity using Braille. One of Southwest's
readibg class does the hands-on activity using split peas to make the
Braille alphabet.

Preschool students in Amy Baker's class practice eating food like
astronauts do In space. The activity culminates their thematic unit on
space.
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Calloway High School French students show Kimberly Griffin and
Jason Hale the correct way to say hello.
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- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

Calloway County Middle School students Shannon Thurmond and Allischla Moredock are show working on a flour and salt model for a group
project.

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

SMART
STOP

Your child's education is very
important to us. That is why we
carry • large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many different
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Primary students at East Elementary display the banner of East Kids
Day, which was sponsored by the Parent Teacher Organization.

titles we have to offer.

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.
Downtown Murray • 753-5968

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Wooks To 5 Yours
Gals 13 Cornelison. Director
Kathy E Wilson. Assistant Director

109 South 15th • Murray • 753-5227
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Hazel Alumni plans
47th annual reunion
,

•6,
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The Hazel Alumni Association
will hold its 47th annual reunion
dinner on Saturday. June 18, at
Calloway County High School.
Visitation, talking with friends,
former classmates and "remembering when" will begin at 6 p.m.
Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
This reunion will honor the
high school classes of 1934,
1944, and 1954, plus the Eighth
Grade Classes of 1964 and 1974.
A representative of each of these
classes will be asked to speak
about the high points of their
years at Hazel School.
Anyone that has any memorabilia to share at the reunion,
please bring it with you that
night. "In the meantime, put your
mind in the recall stage and

ROBERSON'S
HIH BURGER INN
Is Now Open
Sundays 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.
and

Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.
Serving Our Famous
Bar-B-0 Plate Lunches
and Fish Specials
"Come See Us Soon" ;

rs

413 S. 4th
753-1155
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Woodznen's flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans we competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial
guaranteed rate* for amounts over
$5,000 is:

5.50

can be locked
IR for oat year.
Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single
Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple. Murray
753-6050
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of the World
t Life Insurance Society t
•P Home Onloe OrTsaha. Nebraska Nil

gather the memories that are
unique to only a true 'Hazelite'
and share that with us," said
James A. Herndon, program
manager.
"It is an impossible task to
send an invitation to everyone; so
we ask that you help us spread
the word to anyone that has ever
attended Hazel School that might
be interested in attending this
annual event," said Dan Keith
Taylor, president.
Reservations are $10 per person which includes 5,8 for dinner
and $2 for mailing, advertising,
etc. The Hazel Woman's Club
will serve dinner. For reservations checks should be made out
to Hazel Alumni Association and
mailed to the treasurer, Betty Lou
Hill, Rt. 4, Box 83, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Any person having an address
..hange, especially Calloway
County residents, is asked to mail
it to the secretary, Jo Farley, 316
Woodlawn, Murray, Ky. 42071.
For further information contact
any of the officers who are Dan
Keith Taylor, president,
753-2617, day, or 753-1902,
night; Gerald Coles, vice president, 753-4661; Jo Farley, secretary, 753-5575; Betty Lou Hill,
treasurer, 753-1381; or James A.
Herndon, program manager,
436-2877.

Austin Trey
Buford born
Richi and Pam Buford are the
parents of a son, Austin Trey
Buford, born on Sunday, April 3,
at Whiteman Air Force Base,
Missouri.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
21 inches. A brother is Corey
Robert Buford, 2.
Local grandparents are Wallace
Swan and Kathy Lyons.

•

Dexter Baptists plan youth revival
Dexter Baptist Church will have a youth revival continuing through
Fnday, April 29. Services will be at 7 p.m. nightly with a different
speaker and special singing held each night. The public is invited to
attend these service.

Compassionate Friends on Thursday
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday. April 28, at 7 p.m. in
the board room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. "You will have contact with people who listen
and who offer supper," said Nancy Rose, R.N. For more information
call Rose at 762-1389, or Hilda Bennett, chapter leader, 498-8324.

PAAMI meeting Thursday
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday,
April 28, at 6:30 p.m. at Oval Room of Ground Floor, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. PAAMI is a support group for family members of individuals with mental illness. For information or assistance with transportation, call Phyllis Dale Gibbs, PAAMI president, at 435-4138, or
Ginny Hutson at WK Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, 1-502-442-7121.

Theresa Marie Sullivan and
Christopher Michael Smith to marry

Zetas will meet Thursday

Sullivan-Smith wedding
vows to be said May 14
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sullivan of Paducah announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Theresa Marie Sullivan, to Christopher Michael Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Smith of Benton.
Miss Sullivan is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buford McIntosh and of Mr. and Mrs. C.M. Sullivan Jr., all of Boaz.
Mr. Smith is the great-grandson of Mrs. TeS.sie Smith and the late
William Smith Benton, and Mrs. Tommy Pritchett and the late Loyd
Pritchett. He is the grandson of Willis Smith and the late Mrs. Erelne
Smith and Mrs. Mildred Crouse and the late Maurice Crouse, all of
Benton.
The bnde-elect is employed as a sales associate of Michelson
Jewelers.
The groom-elect is employed as a draftsman of J.E. Campbell.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 14, at noon at
Sunny Slope Church of Christ. A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to the ceremony and the reception.

Dance Concert opens Thursday
Murray State University Dance Theatre Company has something for
everyone in its upcoming show. A Baker's Dozen assortment of dance
theatre will include dances by faculty, guest artists and students. They
will feature a variety of styles including dance theatre, musical comedy, modern dance and the influences of ballet, jazz and hip-hop. The
concert will be at 8 p.m. on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 28,
.29 and 30. at Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. For ticket information call 762-4421.

Home Health Care Seminar planned
A seminar, "Facts to Know About Home Health Care," sponsored
by Leisure Life of Bank of Murray, will be Thursday, May 12, at 2
p.m. in University Branch of Bank of Murray. Lisa Peyton, director of
Home Care Services of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will conduct the seminar. Persons wishing to attend should call Martha Covey
at 753-1893.

a

North Carolina tour planned
A tour of North Carolina and the Outer Banks is planned June
16-21 by Leisure Life of Bank of Murray. Price will be $450 per person with deadline and final payment due by May 13. For reservations
call Martha Covey at 753-1893.
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*
Becky
Jirak
bride-elect of
Greg Pogue
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

,Name omitted in honor roll
The name of Leigh Haverstock was omitted in the list submitted by
Murray Middle School for the past nine weeks honor roll. She is in
Grade 8 and made all As.

Oaks plans work day Saturday
A special work day will be at Oaks Country Club on Saturday,
April 30, starting at 7 a.m. Members will be painting and staining the
club house. Persons should bring paint brushes, ladders and other
painting supplies. For more information contact Holmes Dunn at
753-5366.

tieriimporise
1205B Chestnut

1MHS

Class of 1984 will meet

Murray High School Class of 1984 will meet Wednesday, April 27,
at 6 p.m. at the home of Liz Fain Darnell. This will be to plan for the
10-year class reunion to be held in July. For information call Darnell
at 753-6805 or Lanette Hopkins Kings at 436-2916.

753-1851

REUBEN CUADRADO,M.D. PRESENTS

"American Mountain Men" was the topic presented to the Murray Civltan Club at its meeting on April 21 at Homplace Restaurant. The speaker was Warren (Hawk) Boughton who was assisted by his wife, Helen.
Pictured, from left are Eva Mohler, Civitan Club president, Helen
Boughton and Warren Boughton. Plans were completed at the meeting
to honor Project Graduation at the May 5th Civitan meeting.

NUTRITION
&CANCER
';

Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
April 28, at 7 p.m. at the club house. "Getting To Know You" will be
theme of the program. Hostesses will be Barbara Erwin, 1slayme Nell
Staudacher, Minnie Craig, Marjorie Dunn and Rebecca West.

Tuesday, Apn126, 1994, 7p.11l.

W.A.T.C.H. need aluminum cans
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped)
needs aluminum cans to help with its fund-raising efforts and also to
give an opportunity for the clients to crush and make some money.
The center will take the cans crushed or uncrushed. They may be left
at the center from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
when it is open; or after that time they may be left by the workshop
door at the side of the building, according to Peggy Williams, executive director.

Effective May 2, 1994

PineLike Communiry Conference Rm.

Steven L. Trevathan M.D.

WIPEN Cl &OK'd It 1, M.D.
• •••••i'-`

Join Dr. Cuadrado
for a discussion-of the
relationship between
nutrition and cancer.

For mire inforrnatir or to register. all 502-251-4545
PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER
1099 Misliol Censer Cade,

kentuckv 42066

Kentucky Kae Pattlapettng Hoopnel
OPTION 2000 Contracting Hosprtal
Prowlent Preierrecl Network
Kentucky Teacher Retreenent System
Center Care Network

TODAY

,-

will be relocating
his practice to

SECRETARY)
Sweet indulgence is in store for the office assistant who
gives his or her all. Let us help you choose from a
divine collection of tantalizing chocolates, teas, coffees
& more. Well even gift wrap and deliver your selection
locally at no extra charge.
National Secretary's Day Wednesday, April 27, 1994

SPECIALTY FOODS
10th & Arcadia • Murray • M-F 10-5/Sat. 10-2 • 753-0921
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307 S. 8th St.
Murray, KY
(Next to Murray Woman's Clinic)

ENGLISH FARMSTm
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Trevathan
Urology Clinic

753-7440
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thir sour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ot birth. call I -900.uss 7-55 Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute..
-1111DAV'S CHII.DREN are thorough. accurate and scholarly. A strong
thirst tor know ledge makes these children voracious readers. They are curious about almost c%
thing! Count on these Taureans to have a shrewd
head for business and be highl> regarded at their workplace. Able to wield
authority wisely. they are highly effective leaders. The ranks of upper management are their natural habitat!
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Wednesday, April 27
Ladies Golt9 30 am /Murray Country
Cub

HOROSCOPES

rsday,
viii be
e Nell

ed by
is in

Herman Eddie Roberts Jr Post of
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies
Ausiliary•7 p m hiat,onai Guard
Armory
Murray Lions Club 6 30 p m Murray
Woman s Club House
Ladies Night Out ei Murray Country
Clubz6 p m
Southwest Calloway Eiementary
School SBDM 5 30 pm
Calloway County High School election for two parent positions on
SBDMC 7 p m /cafeteria
Singles Organizational Society
(sos)/7 p m Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne 753-0224. or Linda.
437-4414
Canine Good Citizen Dog Classes 7
p m /Murray•Calloway County Park
info/436-2858
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Ponderosa at
Draffenville/12:30-3 p m
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group'4 30 p.m board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Into 762-1100.
Auditions for Bye Bye Birdie/6 30
p m Playhouse in the Park
Info759-1752
Bingo 7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 134
meeting/7 p m /First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
In1o/753-0082

Tuesday, *PM 24
Hazel Centecopen 10 am -2 p m /tor
senior citizens activities
Weak. Centeriopen 8 a m -4 p m 40(
senior citizens' activities
Scottish Country Dancinfr7
p.m./Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church Ink053-6460
Grace Baptist Church events include
Ladies Bible Class,7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall kassion Group/2 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day 0uV9 am and 3 p m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm
Alcoholics Anonymousiop•n
meeting/8 p m /Amencsin Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Murray High School events include
Tennis hosts CCHSt3 15 p m Cheerleader Ciinicr330-5 30 p m Quad
State Track at MSU. Baseball team
hosts Reidland.,4 p m
Dr. Peter Mitchell and Dr Kit Wesier/
ecture 7 30 p m Room 208 Faculty
Hall. Murray State Adamission tree
Student Composer Recitalll
p m /Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State Admission
free
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am
30 p m. In1o/762-3383

1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOL R LIFE:
Practical matters will dominate in
discussions with partners. Exciting
personal trends develop in midsummer. Originality counts big at work!
A bold stroke in August could result
in a promotion or raise. November
brings new financial gains. Welcome an opportunity to Ira% el at
year•S-end. A wedding that takes
place early in 1995 should usher in a
period of great happiness.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Jack Klugman.
civil rights advocate Coretta Scott
, King. singer Sheena Easton. deeiay
• Casey Casein.
.
• ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Sweet reason helps you find logical
answers to problems. Discard outdated concepts and try something
new. Your generosity to a young
person will be rewarded in tangible
ways. Cultivate a serene disposition.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Friends play a major role in today's
plans. Call for the help you so richly
deserve. Your psychic impressions
could lead to a financial bonanza.
Easy does it on the home front; softpedal disagreements.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Listen to an intelligent friend's suggestions, then act accordingly. Jeopardizing your financial standing would
be a mistake. Avoid purchasing nonessentials, even if bargain prices prevail. Steer clear of further heartache:
beware of romance on the rebound.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Unexpected financial gains are featured. A long-sought goal moves
within reach. Realize that each step
you take brings you closer to the
finish line.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Remember, a faint heart will win nothing.
By being more assertive, you can
convince others that you are in
earnest. Academic work could be an
uphill struggle right now. Hang in
there — you will succeed!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Work is great therapy when your
emotions threaten to overwhelm
you. Let higher-ups know that you
are eager to carry out a tough
assignment. A sense of humor will
help you get through anything.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Friendship. travel and good will are
the keynotes today. A voice from
the past could bring welcome news.

Romance could complicate a longtime acquaintanceship.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Do not look askance at someone
%kW expresses unusual ideas. You
may be able to make. use,of this person's more practical suggestions.
Higher-ups may be skeptical.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Sticking to the familiar will
bring you good fortune this week.
Faintly life, home offices and outside income are favored. Remodeling or decorating makes your surroundings much more comfortable.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Rule out unnecessary risk-taking. Following a tried-and-true path will produce the best results today. Favoritism
in business could lead to heavy financial losses. Guard against putting all
of your eggs into one basket.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Put family needs first today. Help an
older relative who has been very
kind toyou. Routine tasks do not
have to be boring. Keep your schedule flexible in order to entertain
unexpected guests.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Keep your eyes On your goal and
work towards it at a steady pace.
Procrastination is the enemy of
progress. Make decisions promptly
and carry out your plans without
delay. Adventure beckons tonight.

Wednesday, April 27
Ladies Bridge/9 30 a m with Shifty
Wade. 7532220 hostess at Oaks
Country Club
Single Tooi1 1 30 a m lunch/Five
Pant Cats Info/753-6078, 753-7845
or 753-7663
Overeaters Anonymous will not meet
at Ellis Community Center
Hazel Center,open 10 mm -2 pm/tot
senior citizens' activities
Weak. Center.open 8 a m -4 p m /lot
senior citizens' activities
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
am and Story Hour/1030 am
Senior Citizens' Golf League/6
am
Memorial Golf Course.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Olympic Plaza,
Murray/830-1l a.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9:30 a.m.;
Bible classes/7 p m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible classes/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
pm
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a m Children's Handbell Choir(3 15
p m.; Adult Handbell Choir/4 p m., Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 15 pm.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK'S p m
Choir
Practice/6:30 p m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kd's Klub, Bible Explosion, Youth
Bible Study, College Career Bible
Study. Adult Bible Study/7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Mission Groups/7
p.m.: Choir rehearsalt p m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board7 pm
Reading Room open/12 nOon-3
p m !Christian Science Church
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p m.
Now Lift Christian Center/prayer and
praisw7 p m
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6 30 p m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International Graduation/9
a m, Ladies' Bible Study/10 am.. Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6.15 p.m.; Children's Choirs/6.30
p.m. Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Commit's/noon; Final CFF
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study and Singles Support Group/6 p.m.; CFF
Options/6:30 p.m.; Choir Practice/7.30
pm
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a.m /American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets,
Murray High School- events include
Cheerleader tryouts/3 15 p.m ; Tennis
hosts MCHS/4 pm
Secretaries Day Seminar/9 a m -4
p.m./Curris Center ballroom, Murray
State, Info/762-6832.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum./
open 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p m and 1 30
to 4-30 p.m. Admission free.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a m and
2 p.m /Golden Pond Visitor Center
Homeplace and Woodlands/9 a m -5
pm. Info/1-502-924-5602

SNAPtitti

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KIXTUCICT CAME/FOR NINAll /1130LOCES
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Jackson Willis
Shown born
on April 6

CALENDAR
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Mr. and Mrs. Timothy E
Shown of Nacogdoches, Texhs.
are the parents of a son, Jackson
Willis Shown, born on Wedne.
day, April 6.
The baby weighed eight
pounds eight'/3 ounces and meA
sured 2ff/t inches. The mother is
the former Mary Kathryn Gallup
Grandparents are Mrs. Jo•kc
Gallup of Albion. N.Y., and
and Mrs. Vernon E. Shown .4
Murray.
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FUNDRAISING

Melissa Kay Ryan and
Kurt Joseph Keeslar to marry

Ryan-Keeslar wedding
vows to be said May 14
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Ryan of ffenryv Ole. Ind., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Kay
Ryan, to Kurt Joseph Keeslar of La Grange. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph F. Keeslar of Almo.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Baird
of Clarksville, Ind., Mrs. Robert Shear of Cocoa. Ha., and John G.
Ryan of Jeffersonville, Ind.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Moyer
of Murray and of Mrs. George L. Keeslar and the late Mr. Keeslar of
Orland, Ind.
Miss Ryan is a nursing student at Indiana University Southeast at
New Albany.
Mr. Keeslar, a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State
University, is employed by Lesco Design and Manufacturing Company of La Grange.
The couple will be married Saturday. May 14, at 7 p.m. at Howard..
Park Christian Church, Clarksville. Ind.
A reception will follow at Elks Country Club, Jeffersonville, Ind.
Formal invitations have been issued to the ceremony. Friends and
relatives are invited to attend the reception.

<7 We are proud to use GD
recycled newsprint.

We need schod. church. athletic
Or other civic group operate a
fireworks stand June 2011r Jury
4th Sales locator on Wai-Man
parking lot in Maray Fireworks
provioeci Cal 1 800 225 6529(9
am -4 prnjor 1 800 8355396
(24 hr recorded message)

We are pleased to announce that Nicole Frye.
bride -elect of Patrick Cup- !itiA•
ton, has selected her stone- .11
ware and decorative accessories selections from our
gifts of distinction from the
Southwest.
Nicole and Patrick will be
married _lune 11. 1994
---•---
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Casa deL SoL
1100 Chestnut St.
753- 1 133

F

Thursday Night
is
INTERNATIONAL NIGHT
at
Temptations Restaurant, Inc.

HEAVY DUTY WASHER
-

102 S. 6th St., Murray, KY
(5 0 2) 7 5 3 - 8 1 16

I.R.A.s
C=/ COD

C

Come in and try delicious entrees from around
the world. Each Thursday night will feature
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FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

753-4703

Model
lAW100K

Only

348*

$
'Large Capacity
.2 Wash/Rinse Temperature Combinations
.25-Year Limited Tub Warranty *INT

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!
753-1113
Court Square - Murray

fine dining from a different part of the globe - of
course you can always order a good ol' American burger and fries. Come see us, or give us a
call to see what's on the menu — 753-8116.

L

We will be open Mother's Day, Sunday, May 8th, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Join us and recycle.
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Students to test water in two-day project
More than 2,000 students from
70 Tennessee Valley schools will
participate in a two-day project
testing the water quality of
streams and lakes in the Tennessee River system.
Participating in the Purchase
ale Shirley Wrinkle of Reidland
High School, Donna Keller of
Murray Middle School and Rodney Swarth and Steve Alcott of
the USDA Soil Conservation Ser%ice' in Paducah and Murray,
respectively.
The water-quality monitoring
projeCt, coordinated by TVA and
Lo-sponsored by a number of
ther organizations, began
,
\Ionday.
The project is unique because

it

of the number of students helping
to conduct sampling across a
major watershed in a 48-hour
period.
TVA and other agencies will
use the results to help evaluate
water quality conditions in the
region, said Chris Ungate, manager of TVA's Clean Water
Initiative.
Participating schools have been
provided fret water sampling kits
and activity booklets.
Students will take air and
water temperature readings, measure water clarity, collect and
analyze a sample of the aquatic
life and evaluate the site for
potential pollution problems.
Results will be published and

returned to students in late May.
Sponsors of the project include
the Soil Conservation Service,
the Nonpoint Source Pollution
Division of the Tennessee
Department of the Environment
and Conservation, the Tennessee
Riverboat Co., Champion Inter-

national, Monsanto, B.F. Goodnch, Bowater, Reynolds Metals
and General Motors.
The project is in conjunction
with Clean Water EXPO '94, a
week of water-related educational
activities in Chattanooga. Tenn.,
which began Monday.

(Bottom right) Volunteers help sort recyclable m
Df, Vicki Funk explains I
month. (Bottom left)
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Custom Framing, Art and Accessories
301 North 12th Street • University Square
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Dr. Marty Mitchell, assistant professor of biological sciences at Murray State University, speaks with Dr. Bob
Wallace (center) and Dr. Jim Miller (right) about the rainforest.
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STATE LINE
METALS, INC.
Highway 641 N.•Puryear,TN •(901)247-3221

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP.
VANDERBILT MINERALS CORP.
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Rainforest has medicinal benefits
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Without the rainforest, many of
the common prescriptions found
in a typical medicine chest would
not be there.
Dr. Jim Miller, associate curator at the Missouri Botanical Gardens, presented a lecture about
the rainforest as a medical
cabinet.
The lecture was part of a series
sponsored by Murray State University's Non-Formal Education
Committee in early April.
"Plants have always been our
chief source of medicine," he
said. "Only in this century have
we turned to synthetic materials."
Scientists estimate that only a
fraction of the estimated 250,000
species of plants have been tested
for possible pharmaceutical or
agricultural use.
Miller said that about 80 percent of the tribal population relies

on herbal medicine.
"Those in the West rely heavily on compounds from soil
microorganisms because a lot of
anti-cancer medicines are derived
from them," he said. "Another
importance is based on new crop
potential."
Miller showed the audience a
film depicting a gathering expedition in which plants are analyzed
and then carefully taken back to
the camp.
"We have made advancements
out in the field as well because
we try to record a variety of data
before we leave the collecting
site," he said.
Through the use of precise
measuring tools, a person can go
back to a specific site and collect
additional samples. Gone are the
days when a scientist has to
search the entire forest again

because he is unable to find the
original collection site.
Dr. Bob Wallace, professor of
biological sciences at the University of Florida, discussed the cultural destruction of the rainforest
peoples at the final lecture.
Wallace has made numerous
trips to the Amazon Basin and
collected more than 150 species
of medicinal plants used by the
Indians in traditional healing.
Several of the plants he has
brought back for testing in the
United States have already proven effective against malaria and
certain cancers. "
"I've seen the jungle change
just since my first trip down
there," Wallace said. "The jungle
has resources, including medicines, that we aren't even aware
of. We have no idea what we're
destroying."

Consumers tu
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although not everyone gets a
chance to visit a tropical rainforcst, the experience was brought
to Murray via a series of lectures
earlier this month.
Sponsored by the Non-Formal
Education Committee at Murray
State University, the three lectures were geared to provide a
look at what the rainforest offers.
Dr. Vicki Funk, who has been
curator at the Smithsonian Institute since 1981 and an adjunct
professor of botany at Duke University, provided an introduction
to the rainforest.
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Keeps On Giving.

.0
It'sfor thefuture. It'sfor our Future.
Students, teachers and
parents celebrated Earth
Day Friday at Murray
Elementary with various
outdoor activities. Students constructed several
informational displays
inside the school.

STACEY CROOKtedger & Times photo

lteers help sort recyclable materials when Murray kicked off Its new recycling program last
t) Dr, Vicki Funk explains how consumers can help save the rainforest.
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"The biggest problem in the
rainforest is settlers and people
who use the slash and burn process," Funk said. "The soil is
poor so people can only farm it
ler a few years. Then they Move
on to another spot."
Funk said that in 1989, half of
the pre-historic rainforest was
gone because of such things as
logging and roadbuilding.
"The tropical rainforest is very
fragile because its soil is without
nutrients," she said. "The plants
and animals are varied in the
rainforest, but only 8 percent of
the population is left now."
Funk showed the audience a

variety of slides she put together
while in Guyana. She has participated in several collecting expeditions in Peru, Costa Rica, Guyana, Venezuela, Ecuador, Northern
Argentina and Chile.
"It is easy for me to talk about
the rainforest, but it breaks my
heart to see the destruction happening," she said. "Forty-one percent of prescriptions come from
organisms and 3,000 different
kinds of edible nuts and fruits arc
found in the rainforest."
Funk said that simply telling
people it is bad to cut down the
trees in the rainforest will not
stop them. Instead, it is necessary
to redouble the efforts to save the
rainforest.

"A lot of people like to see the
rainforest, so that is one way to
get funds to help save it," she
said. "There's little hope in
restoring what has been
damaged."
Funk said the main thing that
can be done is for consumers to
demand certain things
"The way down the path of
destruction is easy," she said.
"You arc a very powerful people.
Demand that items you use he
made out of recycled material.
Contact your U.S. representatives
and tell them you support preserving the rainforest."
For those who want to donate
money, Funk said the hest thing
to do is find a specific program.
"Public participation is a good

t• eburribill

I•

thing, hut you need to know
where the money goes," she said.
Since much of the destruction
being done in the rainforest is
done for the benefit of consumers. Funk said it is important to
he responsible and change some
habits.
"Every time you purchase a
cockatiel Or tropical fish, you are
contributing to the illegal exporting of goods," she said. "We will
lose the rainforest unless something is done."
Funk received both her bachelor's and master's degrees from
Murray State. She has been the
recipient ,of numerous grants to
study the rainforest.
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UK's Pitino still fighting NBA rumors

•

USA Today
reports deal
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky athletic director C.M.
Newton says it isn't so. But Kentucky fans arc waiting for the
word from Rick Piuno.
Pitino told USA Today in a
story in today's editions that
news reports that he was about to
sign a five-year contract worth

52I million with the Los Angeles
Lakers were wrong. Pitino had
his contract extended last year at
Kentucky to the year 2000. It carried a SI million bonus if he
fulfilled it.
"I have not been offered a
financial package by any professional team," Pitino told USA
Today on Monday. "There is
nothing to consider. My plans are
to name my assistant coaches in
thc next week and be back at
Kentucky next year."

UK announced Monday night
that Nino would hold a news
sonference at 11 a.m. EDT today
at Wildcat Lodge. The school
would not say what Pitino would
discuss and Pitino declined to
talk with the local media Monday
night.
Newton said on his radio talk
show Monday night that Pitino
was staying.
''The fact is, 1 intend for him
to honor his contract," Newton
said on WLVK-AM radio. "He

has indicated to me that is what
his intention is. So we're going to
leave it there ..."
Rena Vicini, the UK sports
information director, said Pitino
met with his players Monday
night at his Lexington home. She
said the players and Pitino would
not comment on the meeting until
today's news conference.
UK players Tony Delk, Andre
Riddick and Walter McCarty
refused to comment as they left
Pitino's home. They were closely

followed by UK officials ordering the players not to talk.
Pitino was in Los Angeles last
week to participate in a golf tournament and address a Castro!
North .America gathering. He
spent the past weekend with
Newton playing golf in Augusta,
Ga.
"If he's out there playing golf
at the Bel Air Country Club and
(Lakers general manager) Jerry
West is playing in the tournament, I will tell you this, and I've

Sweepers

Tigers walking tall
after 18-0 triumph
against wild Cards

Lady Lakers
win twin bill
over Murray

Staff Report
does a real good job," Miller
Murray Ledger & Times
said. "When he keeps the ball
and changes speeds he's a
down
NIAYFIELD — Mayfield
real good pitcher."
walked 15 Murray High hitters
Leading 9-0 after four
on Monday, and the Tigers
innings,
the Tigers struck for 11
last
every
for
them
pay
made
in the top of the fifth to lead
one.
18-0. Tiger sophomore Preston
Behind Jon Beid's 'one-hit
Weatherly then relieved Reid.
pitching performance, the
making his 'first appearance of
Tigers rolled to an easy 18-0
the season. He struckout all
use -inning win over the
three Mayfield hitters he faced.
Cardinals.
Weatherly missed the first
We hit the ball, or at least
three weeks of the season while
put it in play," said Tiger coach
recovering from knee surgery
Cary Miller. "It just so haphe underwent over the winter.
pened that they had that many
Miller said Weatherly will
walks. We only had three
see "limited action," while he
strikeouts."
gradually works back into form.
Reid, a senior, struck out five
Weatherly's older brother.
Mayfield hitters in four innings
Robert, a junior. will miss the
of work.
"Jon's got a lot of experience, and being a left-hander he • See Page 11

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Marshals pass by Lakers
in 7th to score 8-7 victory
I'

Staff Report
Lakers (8-5) up 7-5. Marshall
Murray Ledger & Times
began the seventh with back-toDRAFFENVILLE — Pass
back singles, followed by pass
halls and bases on balls were a
balls, to make it 7-6. A second
1,1hal combination for Calloway
pass ball moved the runner to
County in Monday's Fourth
third and a third pass ball
District baseball game at Marbrought the tying run home.
shall County.
With two outs and runners at
Leading 7-5 heading into the
first and second. Marshall took
bottom of the seventh, Callotwo walks before sophomore
way surrendered three hits,
Scott Shelton slapped a gamethree pass balls and two walks
winning single down the third
to allow Marshall to take an 8-7
base line to end the game.
sictory.
"We just didn't do the job
"We kind of tightened up for
defensively in that inning," said
whatever reason," said Laker
Morris.
baseball coach Eddie Morris.
Junior Jay Herndon took the
"We were playing not to lose
loss for Calloway after relievrather than to win. We had the
ing starter Sean Waller, who
pressure on them and they
went the first five innings.
turned it around on us."
Marshall outhit Calloway 9-8
Junior first baseman Brad
and took advantage of three
Lowe hit a three-run homer in
the top of the sixth to put the • See Page 11

talked to Rick for two days, there
have been no serious negotiations
of any type with the Lakers,"
Newton said. "Sure he has talked
with the Lakers. I don't know
who else he has talked with."
Newton said he was tired of
the news reports the past three
years that say Pitino is going to
the NBA whenever there was a
coaching vacar.:y.
Newton said Pitino has especially attractive credentials
because of his NBA and college
experience.

MARK YOUNG/LeOger & Times photo

Calloway County's Molly Wisehart makes sure Murray's Erica Johnson is on third base in the two teams'
doubleheader at the Murray City Park Monday. Calloway won both games, 17-2 and 12-0.

Calloway County swept a pair
of games from Murray in high
school softball action Monday
afternoon at the Murray City
Park, taking the first game 17-2
and winning the second 12-0.
In the opener, Calloway
jumped out to an 8-0 lead after
the first inning and coasted from
there, adding on four runs in both
the second and third innings.and
one in the fourth. Murray's two
scores came in the fourth and
fifth innings.
Calloway out-hit Murray 16-9.
Molly Wisehart had two triples
and a single for the Lady Lakers
while Jamic Kimbro had two singles and a double, Ashley Turner
had a triple and home run, Marti
McClard had two singles, Dawn
Davis had a triple and Linda
Stubblefield had a double.
Murray was led at the plate by
- Cammie Blalock, with two singles. The Lady Lakers left 11
runners on ban while Calloway
stranded nine, Amy Alexander
was the wiii-ning pitcher while
Keisa Bennett took the loss.
In the second game, Calloway
• See Page 11

Magic's Shag attacks Spurs' Admiral
By KELLEY SHANNON
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP)
David Robinson's 71-point per:
formance to win the NBA scoring
title annoyed rival Shaquille
O'Neal and summoned the San
Antonio Spurs to the defense of
the Los Angeles Clippers.
Robinson scored a career-high
71 points in the Spurs' 121-97
ictory Sunday over the Clippers
and finished the regular season
with the league's best scoring

average of 29.787.
A less-than-thrilled O'Neal,
who scored 32 Points for the
Orlando Magic against New
Jersey Sunday, finished second in
scoring with a 29.346 average.
O'Neal and Magic coach Brian
Hill weren't convinced Robinson
earned his final points the hard
way.
"I heard that no defense was
played. No _triple teams occurred
and they ran every play to
(Robinson)," O'Neal said. "If

that would happen down here, I
would have 70 points, too."
"I hear the Clippers just let
David score whenever he
wanted," Hill said. "I think it's a
farce that's bad for basketball.
Somebody needs to address it."
Robinson, showing scratches
that still marked his arms and
shoulders Monday from Sunday's
game, disputed the allegations
and said the Clippers played
rough basketball.
'Those guys were cursing me

out on the floor and saying,
'You're not going to get it.
You'll never get it,"' Robinson
said. "If I've got to apologize for
playing like that, there's something wrong."
Spurs coach John Lucas and
his players readily acknowledged
that aside from trying to beat the
Clippers, their goal was to help
Robinson secure the scoring title.
"David deserves it. Sometimes
I have to push David to become
selfish," Lucas said.

NFL teams hunt down impact rookies
By BARRY W1LNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK
— In Year
1 of the salary cap, the theme of
the NFL draft was clear: get
rookies who can help right away.
While veterans are being cut,
re-signed at lesser salaries or
dealt to teams more willing or
able to absorb big contracts, NFL
teams apparently don't want rookie projects. They want players
who will step in and learn on the
job.
That's why so few quarterbacks (nine) were chosen — it
generally takes two or three years
before they are ready to contribute — and why kickers (three)

were virtually ignored. So was
Heisman Trophy winner Charlie
Ward, whose iffdecision about
whether to pursue football or
basketball meant no action in the
draft for the Florida State star.
"I've done everything I could
possibly do to get drafted by the
NFL," Ward said Monday
"Now the NBA draft is coming
up and I have a chance to prove
myself in that sport. The NFL has
given me the first step to see
what my options arc."
But one team, the Minnesota
Vikings, did show interest in
Ward as a free agent. Their only
backups for Warren Moon are
Gino Toiretta, the 1992 Heisman

College QB left in pocket
winner, and Brad Johnson; neither has thrown a pass in an NFL
game.
"Whether or not he accepts it,
that's up to Charlie Ward," Vikings coach Dennis Green said.
"A free-agent contract is not
very lucrative, but what it gives
you is opportunity. If he's interested in the opportunity to play in
the National Football League,
then he'd have that chance. If
not, then he'd move on and we
would also."
The draft moved through its
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In general, though, teams
wanted instant help and went to
fill needs. New England, worried
about its running game if it can't
get Leonard Russell re-signed,
traded for an established power
fullback in Marion Butts, sending
third- and fifth-round choices to
San Diego. On Sunday, Philadelphia acquired linebacker Bill
Romanowski from San Francisco
for two picks; Atlanta sent its
second-round selection and 1995
first-rounder to Minnesota for a
second-round pick and Chris
Dolcman; and the Broncos traded
a third-rounder and a 1995 firstround selection to the Falcons for
receiver Mike Pritchard.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

$3.00
$500

9 Holes
18 Holes .

final five rounds Monday. Fullback Jeff Cothran of Ohio State
was the first pick of the day, by
Cincinnati, and linebacker Marty
Moore of Kentucky was the final
pick, going to New England.
"I'm sure the Patriots
wouldn't have drafted me if they
didn't think I could play," Moore
said.
Among the All-Americans
taken on the second day were
LcShon Johnson, a running back
from Northern Illinois who went
to Green Bay in the third round;

center Jim Pync of Virginia Tech
(No. 200, by Tampa Bay); and
defensive tackle Rob Waldrop of
Arizona (fifth round, Kansas
City).
Also selected on Day .2 was
Boston College quatterback
Glenn Foley, who engineered a
stunning upset of Notre Dame,
robbing the Irish of a national
championship. He didn't go until
the final round, to the New York
Jets, because NFL personnel men
felt he was immature and
overconfident.
"I really like this guy because
he is a winner, fiery and cocky,"
coach Pete Carroll said. "Maybe
some people don't like that, but 1

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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NEW YORK (AP) — Honda State quarterback Charlie Ward.
also one of the nation's top point guards In basketball, became the
first Heisman Trophy winner to be bypassed in the NFL college
draft since Mike Rozier an 1984.
While no team was willing use a pick on Ward, the Minnesota
Vikings said they would offer him a contract. Boiler went to the
USFL after his junior secason at Nebraska and was later selected in
the supplemental draft. Army's Pete Dawkins was not taken in
1959 because of his military commitment.
Boston College quarterback Glenn Foley. who engineered a stunning upset of Noire Dame. was selected in the eighth and last round
by the New York Jets as the league concluded the final six rounds
of the two-day draft.
Shortly after the draft resumed. New England acquired fullback
Marion Butts and the 13th pick in the third round from San Diego
for the fifth pick in the third round and sixth pick in the fifth.

Washington St. coach to lead Sooners
NORMAN, Okla. (AP) --- Oklahoma hired Washington State
coach Kelvin Sampson, ending a two-week search to replace Billy
Tubbs. Sampson, 38, was 20-11 last season and 103-103 in seven
seasons at Washington State. Tubbs left for Texas Christain after
guiding Oklahoma to a 15-13 mark, the Sooners worst record since
1980-81.

Toronto pitchers charged in scuffle
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) — Toronto pitchers Dat, Stewart and Todd
Stottlemyre were charged with battery on a law enforcement officer
and resisting arrest for their part in a scuffle with police outside a
nightclub in February. The third-degree felony charges were filed
by the Hillsborough State Attorney's Office. No arraignment date
was set.

Jordan hitting streak reaches 12 games
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP)MiLhael Jordan extended his hitting streak to 12 games with a two-run single in the fifth inning of
Birmingham's 7-6 loss to Greenville on the Southern League. He's
hitting .320 in' 50 at-bats.

Holyfield may have heart condition
ATLANTA (AP) — Evander Holytield. who lost the heavyweight title to Michael Moorer on Friday night, has undergone tests
for a possible heart condition, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
reported today. The newspaper said results of the tests were to be
announced today at a news conference.

MSU drops I
• tournament
final match
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State fell to Middle
Tennessee State 4-1 in the
championship match of the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament in
Nashville, Tenn., Monday.
Murray's only singles win was
by Andy Poore, as he defeated
Middle's Frederic Niemeyer 6-4,
6-1. Other singles matches saw
Murray's Martin Jansson fall to
MTSU's Shane Scnitton 6-2, 6-1;
Erik Gressman lost to Rob Williams 6-1, 6-3; and Pontus Hiort
lost to Paul Goebel 6-3, 6-3.
In doubles play, Hiort -and Jan
Fredriksson teamed up to defeat
Patrick Zackrisson and Mark Follett 8-2, but Middle won the other
two doubles matches to take the
OVC championship. Jansson and
Poore lost to Niemeyer and
Goebel 8-5 and Brad Hawthorne
and Shannon Mingle lost to
Scrutton and Willians 8-4.
Hiort, Jansson and Fredriksson
were each named All-Ohio Valley Conference.
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host Reidland today at 4 p.m.
and Calloway County on Thursday at 4:15.
"We're an improving team,"
Miller said. "Early_ in the season, you have bad weather and
it's hard to get any consistency.
Now, the weather starts getting
nice and you can get more
games in."

2-for-3 performance, which
included a double. Travis
Anderson and Wesley Cogdell
were both 2-for-4.
Calloway will meet Murray
High on Thursday at Ty Holland Field, beginning at 4:15.

Murray State Volleyball

All proceeds benefit the MU Volleyball program
For more information, contact head coach Brenda Bowfin at 762-3825
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•Marshals...
FROM PAGE 10
Laker errors.
Calloway and Marshall arc
now 3-1 in the district and tied
for first. Murray High is second
at 2-2.
Lowe led Calloway with a

tpoorsivi iy
•
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Spring Outdoor Volleyball Bash

FROM PAGE 10
scored MCI RIM in die first
inning, four in the second, five in
the third and added one more in
the fourth for the 12-0 final.
The Lady Lakers pounded out
14 hits in the second game to
Murray's five. McClard led the
offensive attack with two singles
and a double. while Stubblefield
had two doubles, Turner had two
singles and Kimbro had a home
run. Jill Miller had a single and a
double for Murray.
Calloway. now 10-4, plays at
Marshall County today while
Murray. 1-8, is off until Thursclay, when they play at Lone Oak.
Twin's
Murray's boys and girls tennis
teams both took wins at Heath
Monday.
On the girls side. Murray won
8-4. No. 1 seed Caroline trawick
won 8-3, Mary Maddox won 8-2
at No. 2, Ellen Uddberg won 8-4
at No. 3, Poppy Hogsen won 8-4
at No. 4, Leigh Haverstock took
an 8-3 win at No. 5, Kim Alexander won 6-0 at No. 6, Rebecca
Miller lost 6-4 at No. 7. Leary
lost 6-1 at No. 8 and Elizabeth
Trawick fell 6-3 at No. 9.
In doubles play, Hogsed and
Emma Shaw lost 8-3, but
Uddbcrg and Havcrstock won
their match 9-7 and Alexander
and Mary Kay Howard won 8-5.
Murray took a 6-3 in the boys
match. Jeremy Hunt won 8-4 at
No. I, Michael Homback won
8-2 at No. 2 and Adam Grogan
won 8-1 at No. 5 singles, ,while
Joel Johnson lost 8-6 at No. 3,
Jason Rouse fell 9-7 at No. 4 and
David Gressler lost 9-7 at No. 6.
In doubles play, Michael Hornhack,and -Brent Keller won 8-2,
Grogan and Johnson won 8-6 and
Hunt and Damon Cohoon won
8-0 to secure the win for Murray.
Murray faces Calloway County
today.

SCOREBOARD

III Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10
entire 1994 season while recovering from shoulder surgery.
Shane Schroeder led the
Tiger hitting attack with two
hits. Ted Booth, Ryan Vanovcr
and Kerry Colson all had extra
base hits.
Murray is now 3-9 overall
and 2-2 in the district. They
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Are You Earning
hem Rale
% Guarasand
Far Owe Year
Aannal Fine
Gieraineed Muni at Principal!
Mak* Isere Felaurad
Cal Na.. ler Mom Isiftramisa
Os Tas-deferred Assasilks

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Dail% & l‘eekiv Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Car.
• Call Us lor Rates
Gallen LIN Inauesissa Campoory Illsied
(51upsnar1 by AK Dna Tins ratan.Inanaaa
Ilnannal strungUt and stabilny

Holland Motor Sales

•This annu.ty includes•)% Ara-year borne&
Rata as a 4,1144. stead ta enemas

Last Main St.

rare Gal AN 10

753-4461

721A IORD

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
1 irr )our Contenience NOW Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Chip Weekly & Save Money
sat. 9 a m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5

51-1 9 a m.-8 p.m.

Hwy. 641

UPS

p.m.
7c3-2150

N. 01)mpir Plaza

DEATHS
Mrs. Leta Lax Robinson
Mrs. Leta Lax Robinson, 90, former resident of Hazel, died today at
12:30 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
Her husband, Chester Robinson, died Dec. 27, 1989. She %has a
member of Hazel Church of Christ.
Survivors incude one sister, Mrs. Hinda Underwood, Rt. I. Pur)ear.
Tenn.; one niece, Mrs. Jane McNabb and husband, Blaine. Murray:
two nephews.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel will be in charge of funeral and burial affangements.

T.C. Hargrove
The funeral for T.C. Hargrove will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the
the Rev.
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dan Leslie,
be by
will
Music
officiate.
will
Evans
Garry
and
Eugene Burkeen.
Jimmy and Linda Wilson, singers. with Mr. Wilson as pianist.
Pallbearers will be Charles R. Adams, Ted Ivy, Willis Sanders, J.T.
Tidwell, Ray Broach, Hoy Higgins, Wayne Osbron and Ray Bazzell,
active; Jack Rose, Jimmy Nix, Johnny Bohannon, Walter Byars, Jim
Kelly, Jerry (Red) Overby. Ray Dunn, Ferrell Miller, Wayne Blackford, Bob McDaniel, Rick Murdock and Charles Reed. honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Farmington Lodge
#382 Free and Accepted Masons will conduct Masonic rites at the
gravesite.
Mr. Hargrove, 66, Rt. 1, Murray, Stella community, died Saturday
at 6:47 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Smith Hargrove; five sons,
Stanley Hargrove and wife, Nancy, and Bob Hargrove and wife,
Kathy, Murray, Clayton Hargrove and wife, Vicki, Paducah, Ronnie
Hargrove and wife, Gloria, Aurora, and Don Hargrove and wife,
Tonya, Ledbetter; one sister, Mrs. Ima Lee Wilson, and one brother,
Alton Hargrove, Phoenix, Ariz.: eight grandchildren, Kristi, Hope,
Alicia, Becky, Jessi, Ti., Matthew and Michael Hargrove; four stepgrandchildren, Joey and Becky Mehr, Brian Shell and Gina Owens;
one stepgreat-grandchild. Lauren J. Owens.

I,Iglu.

()in- Pest

Does Your
Mutual Fund Advisor
Seem A Little

,

Id 1i

Lots of people are looking for help with their mutual
fund investments. Unfortunately, many of the people
they're turning to are a little thin on experience. So thin,
in fact, that they can't answer questions or offer much
help when it comes to planning for fhe future.

Murray Mayor BM Cherry (seated) proclaims April 24-30 as Secretary's
Week. Pictured from left: Mary Ann Hargrove, Laura Lohr, Rhonda F.
Rogers, CPS; Belinda Woods, CPS; Liz Darnall, Melody McIntyre, Terri
Mardis, CPS; and Dontis Stubblefield.
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RALLY Your Way
To A Beautiful
Garden This Year.
L

$57995
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• 5 HP, Briggs & Stratton Engine
• 17" Tilling Path
To Be
• Counter-Rotating Rear Tines Throw Dirt Forward
Efficiency
Maximum
For
Retitled
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• Forward And Reverse Transmission With Handle-Mounted
Controls
• Chain Drive

letioard, WI
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Murray Christian Academy students Adam Yezerskl and Jon Walls celewith felbrated their birthdays recently by sharing their number cakes
low classmates. Pictured: Chris Owen, Jacob Nerney, Adam Folsom,
Jenny Birdsong, Yezerskl, Brandi Melvin and Walls.

ATTENTION
*Effective May I. 1994'

If you have any questions please contact your agent.

You MUST have the new Jerrold
In-Home Video Terminals to work
with our upgraded system.

This public announcement is sponsored by the following
independent insurance agents:

t
Please exchange your old Scientific Atlanta Equipmen
service.
NOW to prevent an interruption in your

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Purdom, Thurman & McNutt, Inc.
The Murray Insurance Agency, Inc.
The Insurance Center of Murray
West Ky. Insurance - Tony Boyd Agency
Fain Insurance Agency
Ross Insurance Agency

CABLE
VLSIC4'N

1
•

• •1•,••••••• NYV snot WV

The penalty for failing to file a first report ofinjury is a fine of
up to $1,000.00 for each claim. We have spoken with the
attorney responsible for enforcing this new law and he
promises to levee fines on all employers who are late in
reporting workplace accidents.

s
.•

Funeral rites for Mrs. Delores Catherine Hankins will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of -Eller's Funeral Home, Kokomo, Ind. Fr.
Mike McKinney will officiate. Burial will follow in Albright Cemetery, Kokomo.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday). Miller Funeral Home of. Murray had charge of local
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to ALS
Fund or Cancer Fund.
Mrs. Hankins, 46, 1521 Brannor Dr.. Kokomo, died Monday at
12:40 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Her death was from injuries
sustained in a roller blading accident tbat occurred Sunday afternoon
near the Grain Terminal on Kentucky Lake.
Survivors include her husband, Dirk Hankins; one daughter, Deborah Sue Myers, Russiavillc, Ind.: one son, David Robert Day, Indianapolis, Ind.; her father, Cherles Hammond, Rt. 3, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Pat Fipps, Kokomo, Ind.

CABLE SUBSCRIBERS

753-2571

•.••••••••- ••• .•

Memorial services for Mrs. Gola Alexander Boyd will be Saturday
3110:30 a.m. in the Hale Chapel of First United Methodist Church,
Murray, where she was a member.
Mrs. Boyd, 90, died Jan. 3, 1994, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired school teacher in Kentucky. Tennessee and Arkansas, she
was the widow of George Van Dursen Boyd. Born at Kirksey, she was
the daughter of the late James Bernard Alexander and Sara Ezell
Alexander.
Survivors include a stepdaughter, nieces and nephews.
Burial was in Paris, Ill., with J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of
ray in charge of arrangements.

This law was passed to enable early intervention in claims
management and potentially reduce the cost of claims.

Murray Home a Auto
-74:4.-.140#e

Chestnut St.

Services for Aaron (Shorty) Leek will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Randolph
Allen will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mr. Leek, 88, of Ellis Drive, Murray, died Monday at 12:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include seven nephews, Henry Sledd, Murray, and Willie,
James, Lonnie, Billy, Roy and Buster Campbell. Nashville, Tenn.; two
grandchildren, Lanas E. Leek and Barbara Jean Fisher, Nashville; two
great-grandchildren, Steven Taylor Fisher and Tiffany Roe Fisher,
Madison, Tenn.

Our Best Investment Is You.

Effective April 1, 1994 the new Workers Compensation Law
in Kentucky requires every employer to report to his workers'
compensation insurance carrier or the party responsible for
the payment of workers' compensation benefits any work
related injury or disease or alleged work-related injury of
disease within three(3)working days ofreceiving notification
of the incident or alleged incident.

.wir_avids
!

.

Aaron (Shorty) Leek

4k47
HIWARD
LYONS

'Mimi( Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 12071
(502)753-3366

Public Announcement
for
All Employers in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky!!

Model 95025

Rear Tine
Tiller

Charles W. Watson, 81, Rt. 5. Murray, died Monday at 10:15 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as co-owner of Ethridge Tire Co., Sikeston, Mo., and
served as staff sergeant in the Army in World War 11. He was a member of Sikeston United Methodist Church and Sikeston Post of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Born Oct. 16, 1912, in McMullin, Mo.. he was the son of the line
Samuel Evans Watson and Hager Barker Watson. Also preceding him
in death were two brothers, Leonard Watson and Samuel Evans Watson Jr.
Survivors-include his wife, Mrs. Geneva Alliston Watson, to whom
he was married on Nov. 4, 1951; two sisters, Mrs. Camille Julian,
Dexter, Mo., and Mrs. Wantona Stacy, Ftandallstown, Md.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Sikeston Gardens of Memories, Sikeston, Mo.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, Murray. from
5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Catherine Hankins
Mrs. Delores .„

Stock Market Report

If it's time to flesh out your investment plans,
take some time to talk to Hilliard Lyons.

iletty

Charles W. Watson

Investments Since 1854.

We believe in substance at Hilliard Lyons. Our staff is
trained to help you define your goals, analyze your
needs and manage your mutual fund investments. And
we back up our services with more than 140 years of
investment experience.

('ourl Square
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Mrs. Sylvia L. Holland, 76, Murray. died sodsy at 3:27 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Paid Holland. died Sept. 6. 1946. Also preceding her
in death were her parents. Ira Tripp and Ruby Whaley Tripp, and one
brother, T.R. Tnpp.
Mrs. Holland was a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church and
attended Grace Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son. James F. Holland wife. Linda. Kennesaw, Ga.; two brothers, Tellus Tripp, Paducah, and Rudy Tripp, Murray; two granddaughters, Krishna Wardington, Cumming. Ga.. and
Deborah Robertson, Marietta. Ga.; three great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Gala Alexander Boyd
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Mrs. Sylvia L. Holland
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1504 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare empiemeni
11111148141111101 111 NO*

sawdartaid in 10
plans mid we oink
all 10
The pan A deducuble
you, or your
insurance,
must pey has been
increased to 1696 in
1994
Foe more mfotenatton
call
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
7S3-4199
air miskiewide
1-000-455-4199
'our nal seer el arrow'

Seasons corns
and seasons go,
but today
QIILASKI Is Big

We love ye'
Dad J Morn

TO PLACE At AD CALL
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested
to dieck Use first Insertion
of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for only
one Incorrect Insertion.
Any error sbould be reported framedIstel to curmoons can be rnsde.
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
LOST in Cherry Come
carry out 474-8119 or
area Black & tan Dachs1800-649-3804
hund wearing blue nylon
collar Answers to Inkie
Childs pet. $25 Reward
753 6253 after 5pm

at

IC,

VO
er,

SEARS

Open Sundays
I p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Lay

ity

,he
/as
ell

4

$1000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home No experience Free information/
supplies No obligation
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Horizon. Dept FF, PO Box
2149, Brownwood, TX
76804

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY'
People To Lose
Weight!
Nutritionally Balanced
Product
Complete Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Product That
Dec
Contains 72 Vlialnif1S,
Herta, Minerals, Protons,
Artd Ammo Acids
Take Control 01 Your
Life And Your Weight!

Ur-

lay
Fr.
letescal

9 BALL players for 7prn
Thursday & 2pm Sunday
Apply at Break Time Billards, Dixieland Shopping
Center Progressive lackpot Also inquire about our
BCA sanctioned 9 ball
league starting May 16th
Call 759-9303
ACTIVITIES Director
needed Must be 55yrs old
or older & meet income
guidelines Call 753-0929
or come by Senior Citizens
Office at 607'Poplar St,
Murray

Call(502)527-3998 and
ask for Derrell if you are
interested. No obligation. This product will
change your life!

at
ries
)on

CMSSIFIED

brnater,

ANSWERING phones for
small businesses in local
area,$9/hr, full or part-time.
Start now 502-329-0275.

America's Second Car

Locattons Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

open at

6 00)

West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to So
Han Road, right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile

94

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

COMMERCIAL cleaning
service needing part time
night weekend help Ap
pros 18 hrs. Mon Fri
1 800 860 74 2
or
753-9100

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

00 you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the futare and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time hph
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
Thus protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentacky Department for Em
pioyment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council Tins is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Murray

PART-TIME meinteriance
man Needs to be on cal at
all times Needs experience in plumbing, *lean
cal. etc Inquires can be
made ad 753-1970
Waitress wanted Apply in
person Hungry Bear Re
sturant. Murray
WENDY'S in Murray now
hiring day time, night-time,
all positions Must be able
to work weekends Apply in
person
070

Dareseda
I Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call
Linda 759 9553

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew.
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
LOOKING for yards to
mow- 753 6226, 753-4168

100
Business
Opportunity
A 18 store route Contem
porary greeting card business No selling Requires
8-10 hrs per week Income
to $1.000+ a week Investment required $15,600
1-800-822 7454
FOR sale country ham and
wholesale meat business in
Murray
753-1827,
759-2500

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mad Start now.
no experience, free supplies,tree information, no
obligation Send SASE to
ufeome Dept 28, PO Box
39, Bangs, Tx 76823

PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Murray Building & all equipment 442-4758

EXCITING new opportunity, earn up to $3,000/mo
working in your area No
experience necessary
502-569-1962
EXPERIENCED waitress
afternoons, full-time' parttime including weekends
Apply in person after 3pm
Ann's Country Kitchen
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed 489-2303

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy: antique furniture, glassware & china 1
piece or houseful) Call
492-8128 between
10am 4 30prn

HELP wanted for landscaping crew. General outside
labor, experience welcome. Applications at Hoffman's, Hwy 94E.

WANT to buy few acres for
small house 753-7257

NOW hiring. Part-time &
full-time positions available Apply in person at The
Big Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN Must be 21 years of
age. 901-247-5798.

1066 INTERNATIONAL
with duals. weights & some
held equipment Good tractor Call 759-1588
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

Miscellaneous

HENDO
100',, pure organic
chicken manure • 1
yr. old - dry The
perfect organic garmedium
dening
Any amount
U-Haul or
We'll Deliver

1990 12HP Murray riding
mower, 38" cut, $500 obo
Call 436-2528

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, 511 dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
RIDING mower, $50 up to
$300 753-8649
STAIR stepper- $250 new,
sell for $125 Large secbonal sofa,$400 Large entertainment center with
bookshelves, $100
Washer/dryer, $225
753-0811

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 Or 436-6099

Mobile
Homes For Sale
12X52 MOBILE home with
12X52 built on, ebr Can be
moved by house TOWNS
Asking $1,000 753-0751

PLUMLEY COMPANIES

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
MONDAY through FRIDAY
PARK PLANT
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Good fringe benefit package including incentive plan. Full
time and flexible hours positions available.

MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
800-220060 ft Coleman
RE 753-9898

1BR $205/mo College
Farm Rd Apartments
753-6716 after 5pm

1BR. low utilities, references & deposit required
No pets, $185/mo
753-3949

MUF1-CAL Apartments now
aoospting applscsoons for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

vERy nice 2br. 2 bath du
pies, ippliences furnished
central gas heat 8 air
$475/mo 1 mo deposit. 1
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905

NEW apartments for rent
Townhouse style, l'4 bath.
2br, kitchen appliances,
ice-maker & built-in microwave, wid hook-up Call
753-3966 after 5pm. or
753-7435 days
NEW duplex 2br, 2 ben,
garage and utility room Pnvacy deck with all appliances furnished & wed
hook-up, $475/mo with deposit and 1 year lease No
pets Located at 1813
Ridgewood 753-5524
days, 753-6854 nights
NEWLY constructed 2br
near AASU. $400/mo cam
753-0472
NEW large duplex, 2 full
baths, gas heat in private
area, lease & deposit,
$500/mo No pets' Days
753-1155, nights
753-1623

NICE brick duplex 3 miles
east 5270/mo plus deposit
753-1513 after 4pm
NICE duplex 2br, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

C DOUBLE WIDES SALE
1994 Southern hospitality
28X58, 3br, 2 bath, luxury
bath, front porch. Northern
insulation, dishwasher,
step-up-kitchen, walk-in
closets, compare at
$42,000 Retail only
$34,900 Gateway Mobile
Homes, 502-527-1427
DOUBLE WIDES SALE.
1994 Patriot 32X52, 4br, 2
bath,6 inch walks, Northern
insulation Retails for
$43,000, delivered to you
site for only $36,900. Gateway Mobile Homes, Phone
502-527-1427

PET owner- duplex available in country June 1 7mi
from campus Female
dogs, large breed only
$360/mo, water & garbage
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
paid Call 753-8607 T/Th,
Olive Utilities furnished.
762-1151 M-F after 8pm
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898

FOR sale in Naples FL
Nice 2br, 1 bath mobile
home large screen room,
completely firrushed, Riverfront Park, Gulf access,
aduft park 55 or over No
pets Great fishing BC Grogan, 753-5925

1BR on North 4th, deposit
No pets $185/mo
753-8848 before 9pm
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficency apartment. $200/mo Available
now, 1602 Olive, partial utilities Coleman RE,
753-9898

2 1BR, furnished apts, water furnished, no pets
1604V, Miller Deposit required
753-0932
753-5898

APPLIANCE PARTS

1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
1401Pdira

Kitchen Aid
Sears

Wlit194313k

ispoa^
Maytag

Magrc Chat

WARD ELKINS
Murray

753-1713

ContinueCare, Inc. Home Health
is now accepting applications for

Home Health Aides
for Calloway Co. & Marshall Co. areas.
Applications available at either alike
Excellent salary & benefits
Far more information, call
Brenda Wilson, RN,
Director of Nursing

1-502-753-1434
um N. 5th
(Walnut Plaza)
Murray, Ky.

,
Contino•Care, Inc Is as Equal Opperiumey Employ'

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

2BR 1

•

RENTED
2BR, appliances, gas heat
near university. $325/mo,
lease & deposit 492-8393

2BR house new downtown
Murray $325/mo lease re
tweed 753-4109
2BR, new bathroom, new
carpet, 711 Payne St
$375/mo Call 753-8767 or
753-2339
4BR brick in city, 2 baths
Vr, eat in kitchen heat &
a/c, refrigerator & stove
Storage building, 1yr lease
& deposit Available May
1st, $475/mo
Call
442-3015
5BR, 1 bath. 2
baths
with gas heat, appliances
furnished, $495/mo plus
deposit 753-0095

50X50 WAREHOUSE
building for rent on Indust
nal Road Call 753-5976
BRAKES for rent, Pro Two
for vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905
STORAGE trailers for rent
753-7888

;
14 ire

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental Gerieral, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

28R duplex, appliances,
w/d hook-up, fenced in
back yard, water utility,
central air, $420/mo. Deposit security. Call 492-13393.
213R furnished apartment,
utilities paid, non-smokers.
Call for appointment: Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140_

We Make
MOW! Calls.
A
Horne

SUMMER'S coming, beau
blul lake duplex. boat ramp.
each 21m, tut hook up
15min from Murray Top
$350/mo. bottom $275/mo
527-9639

1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-989

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

Frigidaire
GE

have many nice apartments, duplexes & homes
al over town, many near
campus Come by or call
Stsdley Book Company.
753-1767 or 753-2339

NICE 2br duplex, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher in1BR furnished apartment, cluded W/D hook-up, cenutilities paid, non-smokers tral h/a, $375/mo, plus deCall for appointment. Ro- posit No pets Days
gers Enterprises, 753-1953, nights
753-0870
753-5140

RENTED

Court Square

A rapidly growing company is taking applications for fulltime positions. Permanent full-time positions for high
school graduates are available. Summer positions available
for college students and graduating seniors.

SHADY Oaks 2 or 31x,
eiecinc or gas Walking dmlance to college 753-5209

2BR, 14 bath townhouse,
OUR pledge to you. If you new, spacious. All apquality,
insulation,
compare
pliances furnished includoptions and set-up, you will ing washer & dryer. Call
12X60 2br, w/d hook-up, find that we have the very 753-1614.
central afc, gas heat, deck. best value for your housing 2BR. 1 bath duplex, central
completely remodeled,. dollar!' Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E, gas h/a, w/d hook-up, like
nice $4,700 753-5164
new, appliances furnished,
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891
$400/mo, Imo deposit
1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
435-4480 or 436-5725
2br, 1/, bath, central
280
electric heat & air, double
Mobk
2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
flooring & insulation, carHomes For Real
with automatic door
port, outbuilding Located
opener, dish washer, garat H 7 Coach Estates Rebage disposal, w/d hookduced' 759 4453
up, central h/a, 5450/mo.
2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
lyr lease Day 753-7688,
Appliances & water furn- nights 759-4703
ished, Coleman RE
753-9898.
213R, 1 bath duplex. Appliances furnished. Central
2BR in country, very prigas heat, central air,
vate Kids & animals oh_
$425/rno 1 mo deposit, lye
$250/mo. Almo area.
lease, no pets. 753-2905.
753-2985 Carolyn,
28R apartments for
Summer terms
Apartments
1, June
Y.
bl
ampus.
deposit. Call
To Fit Most Major Brands
9-

urphous•

-

BY owner 26X70, 3br, den
with fireplace, 2 full baths
central ha, large front &
back covered porches 2
acre lot 3 miles South of
Murray 24X24 shop
753-6962

240

poana
wes

EEO/IvVF

hwasher with island range.
built-in hutch, formal dining
room, compare at $43,000,
delivered to your site for
$36,000 Gateway Mobile
Homes, 502-527-1427

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644 0679

2BR, New Concord area.
$160irno, $150 deposit
436-2619

A DOUBLE WIDES SALE
HARD to believe that office
1904 Southern hospitality space on the court square
28X60, 3br, 2 bath, kixury in downtown Murray is afbath, front porch, Northern fordable & available but it
insulation, morning room, us & Debbie can tell you all
extra cabinets, retails at about it Call 753-1266
$40.000, on sale for
170
$34.900 Gateway Mobile
Aperbasate
Homes,
Phone
For Rent
502-527-1427
1,2,38D
apts. Furnished,
B DOUBLE WIDES SALE
1994 Southern hospitality very nice near MSU. No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
28X68, 3br, 2 bath, luxury pets
bath. Oak cabinets, dis- days.753-0606 after 5prn.

753-7000 or
753-3113

FULLTIME parcel delivery
dnver. Health insurance
furnished. No lay-offs
Send resume to PO Box
529, Murray, KY 42071

INNOVATIVE new beauty
salon, located in heart of
town looking for bright
energetic cosmetologist to
rent chair, $50/week Call
today, 759-1874.

SUN tanning beds new &
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
used Financing evadable 2br,
2 bath central he
Parts. service & supplies
753-4454
Call Sonny Hooks.
or 1991 BUCCANEER
753-9274,
1-800-540-9790
16X80 Vinyl sided, shingle
TOPPER for Mb, asking roof. 3br, 2 full baths, large
$300 Kirby Hinnies 2 vac- utility room, stove, refrper
cum cleaner Cal 328-8037 ator,, dish washer 8X8
Pealed deck,9X10 storage
after 4prn
building, landscaped, concrete driveway. warranty,
1 b0
many extras, $25,000
Nome
Must sell 759-4732
FurnIsNnge
24X56 DOUBLEWIDE,
COUCH chair & love seat, 3br, 2 bath, service pole,
good condition, $150 cob
$12,000 olio 474-8349
Call 492 8804
28R, furnished & carpeted
LIKE new hide-a-bed on 3 lots Well & septic
couch for sale Call system Reduced -Wilson
759 9250 after 5pm
Realty, 302 S 12th
753-3263

SEWING lobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061

DUMPLIN'S, 305 S 12th.
will be interviewing for all
positions Inquire after
2Prn

NOW taking applications
for service station atten
dant Must know how to do
minor car repairs Apply in
person at 641 Super Shell

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY

BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skills Full or parttime depending on availability Salary commensurate with experience &
skills Send resume to PO
Box 1594 Murray. KY
42071

LOOKING for older woman
to keep infant in my home.
Non-smoker, Christian,
provides own transportation. 3-4 days per week.
References required
759-1910.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(DOCKS

Apply in Person af
Owens Food
Market

IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced dependable
car clean-up person Year
round employment
502-437-4127.

`‘-11.1gly Duckling

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

DELI NELP
NEEDED

COUNTER person
needed, full or parr time
Apply in person at Boone's
Cleaners, 605 Main,
Murray

753-1916

in
ph
is.
,ht

Fa awl

Masud

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Stnce 1958

753-0414

2BR townhouse, new, spacious, all appliances including washer & dryer
753-45732BR upstairs apartment,
water furnished. Call
753-0087 after 5:30pm.
38R, 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage, $550/mo.
753-3293 after 6pm
CLEAN CUTE LARGE 2br
brick duplex. Dishwasher,
washer, dryer included.
Central hie Available immediately Great neighborhood No pets, deposit,
lease $390/mo. 753-8734.
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appkances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED apes renting
now Available in May. No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
753-6609
FURNISHED 2br, 2 story
duplex Stove & refrigerator, 1415 A Poplar St.
$300/rno No pets Lease &
deposit 753 8734

$52,900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 so4: ft
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' vast room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Osier 6,000 Satisfied Castomers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800
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t2X24 BUILDING. vinyl
siding shingled roof. weed
Great lot storage, work
shop or offic• Cali
754 1W lAust sell

•
4.

PETER Pumpkin Eaters
wife would have stayed
home if she d had a beaus
tui carefree PVC fence
Holland Fence Co May
heid Ky 3452776

AKC registered Fietnever
pups $125 Yonues $250
Champion Pedigrees &
health guaranteed Cali
328-8092
AKC Siberian Huskies
grey & white black & white
blue eyes Price reduced
only 3 left 7538809
AKC Yorlue male puppies
for sale Call 474-2131
evenings
BEAUTIFUL white Cooketiel bird cage included,
$100 Call 489 2237
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915
REGISTERED Pointer Bird
cogs 7wks wormed
'53 5484

58 ACRES prime development property southwest 0
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell' 759-9247
6 ACRES will divide into(2)
3 acre tract 3 miles North
of Murray 753-3084
FOR sale by owner 30
acres more or leas Located
Tip miles East of Murray on
Hwy 94 Cal 753-7228 or
753-2909
FOR sale New brick 4-plex
apartments, extra nice. Call
753-3966 after 5pm
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers wafting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake lots priced from
$3.0,00 to $19,500 All
wooded & most have beautJt ul views of KY Lake Contact Kopperud Realty,
753 1222
NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

Aso
Lots
For Sato
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities reduced $17.500
753-4873 after 6pm
3 LOTS in East Y Subdivision approximately 1 acre
58 500 Call 753-8274
CORNER lot in Canterbury
Estate Priced to sell
753 3110 after 5pm

YR old 2 story home on
approx 34 acres in Lynn
Grove area 3br large walk
.n closets 2/1 bath large
great room dining room
iutchen & breakfast room
utility screened porch
24X3011 out building & concrete drive CIA 435-4404
tor appointment
2/3br. 1 bath, central gas
ha. carport 753-0859
days, 753-5214 evenings
2BR large, Irving room
kitchen dining room, utility
room, office or play room
Moored attic, central gas
heat, new sewer line taste
fully decorated quiet
neighborhood. $48 500
Call Terry Paschall Real
Estate. 435-4011 or Lindy
at 753-3415 or 753-4282
3BR brick home in Southwest school district Central
gas heat, central electric
air attached garage Just
reduced to $69,500 tiru
Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLSS013
BY OWNER 3br, 1/1 bath
bricik ranch Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room. living
room family room with /,
bay window Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wail carpet. ceiling fans, Jacuzzi.
14x14ft storage bldg Lot
75x150, adiacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell mid
$70 s Call for appt
753-4359
BY owner, 2400sq ft South
east of Murray 1850sq ft of
country living space 2 story
barn style on 3 acres 2 car
garage, concrete driveway,
2 private decks,3 or 4brs 3
full baths laundry room,
central hia Call 492 8208
BY owner 303 N 10th, 2
story. 4br, 2 bath, living
room, dining room & den,
full basement, central tva,
carport outside garage.
$68,000 Call 489-2256 after 5pm
BY owner 3,303+ sq ft. in
Canterbury Lot and a half
with lots of trees & beautiful
fenced in ground swimming
pool. House has 4 or Stir, Ir,
dr, huge kitchen & breaklest room.. FR w/built in
bookcases & wood burning
fireplace, 3 baths & many
plus size closets
753-2410
COUNTRY hilltop 4br, 2
bath home near both lake iS
Mille, Golf Course, over
2200sq ft Reduced to,
659,500 Additional adjoining property available Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
LARGE home, nice location North of Murray, 3large
bedrooms. 2 full baths, central gas heatiair Many
more amenities Professional Real Estate,
759-1591 days, 753-7955
nights
SPACIOUS 3br. 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, seperate dining
room Lots of extras, coun
try club view Call for your
appointment today
753-2905

n8
We want.to help you with
any of your sign needs!
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax
We accept MasterCard & Visa

CUSTOS' KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWCAOUNG

Hewes
Far Sake

Uesd
Truces

NEAR cOmPISKIOn 30r 2
bath in Fairview Acres Pr
end in$60 s 759 9381 or
759 4603

1979 GMC 350 manual
transmission $700 obo
436 2997 or 753-1657

NEW 31x 2 bath eillt whirl
pool tub cathedral ceiling
in Irving room & dining
barge kitchen 2 car garage
N 164h across from Su&
vans Gott Course Call
492 8873 or 492-8238 from
6- 10prn evenings
PRESTIGIOUS new home
in Spring Creek Oaks with
over 33304q h of luxurious
living area Offered at
$249.500 MLSa 5397
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
YOU must see the view of
this 3br 2 bath home on 4
acres Beautiful country
setting 10 miles from Murray, but located in Tennessee Call Moody Realty Co
414 Tyson Ave Paris
1 800-642 5093
370
Motorcycles
1979 1100 Yamaha, $900
obo Cal 753-0095
1993 SUZUKI GSXR 750
900 miles, $6,300
753-8490
1993 YAMAHA moped
Perfect, warranty. $750
436-2550, leave message

1967 MUSTANG convert]
ble, black. p/s. auto, new
paint, new upholstery
$8,000 753-8869
1977 CAMARO, good 350
engine. mag wheels, needs
work $550 753-2157
1982 4DR Park Avenue.
loaded excellent mechanical condition. $1,650
753 5676

Window Tinting
Auto Truck RVs
Boats Vans Mobile Homes

Chambers Tinting
759-9181
1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera.
local owner, fully loaded.
good condition, asking
$2,500. Call 753-2535 after
4pm.
1987 CHEVY Chevette S.
good working car.
753-8651
1987 FORD Taurus. black
with grey plush interior.
needs minor engine repair,
with lots of extra parts Call
492-8806 if no answer
please leave message

1991 NISSAN 300 ZX 2+2
red cd auto pi* abs
chrome wheels 66 XXX
$17,500 Call 251 3436 or
623 8890
1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753 8613 after
5 30pm
1993 JEEP Cherokee
Country, fully loaded, less
than 9.XXX miles, warranty
transferable Call 489-2256
alter Spin
GRADUATION 1988 VW
Cabriolet convertible triple
white 79 XXX miles ac,
p s ob, new top asking
58 000 502 365 7849
MUST
Lumina
loaded
pay off

sell' 1991 Chevy
Eurosport ps, p b
Will sell for bank
Phone 759 4093

RED 1985 Nissan Sentra
stabonwagon 4dr. air, arni
fm excellent condition
Must Sell Call 759 9138
WHITE 1984 Monte Carlo
SS extra dean with low
miles 753-6786 after 5pm
VEHICLES UNDER VOW
Cars auctioned by IRS,
DEA. FBI nationwide
Trucks, boats, rnmor
nomes. computers and
morel Cali ll froc
1(800) 436-6867
Ext. A-1831

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Vans

arid

1990 GMC Safari mini van
86 XXX miles loaded Cal
489 2739

• Dray Ry And See Our Showroorn •
MUM,'(Bikini Sunny &sal)

40e Sumbury
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:
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753-5940
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gft. William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

/985 CHEVY S-10 pick-up
New OreS runs good, over
100 XXX miles $1,200
000 753-9366 after 6pm
1987 CHEVY S-10,4sp,
grey new WOG Cualcea
wheels 13 500 obo Call
753 2418 after 6pm
1988 FORD XLT supercab
Most options including
trailer towing Excellent
condition 436-5365
1988 RANGER, blue w/
striping, chrome runs, sunroof, bedliner. anvim cassette. excellent condition,
52 XXX miles Must sell
$5,400 negotiable
474-2272 Ask for Keith or
leave message
1991 CHEVY S-10 pick-up
good condition, great lit
truck 753-4520
1992 FORD Flairside, piw,
p'1, tilt, cruise lumbar
seats 58 liter engine Ex
tra sharp,$16 000 obo Call
474 8216
sin
Campers
1984 JAMBOREE 26ft mini
motortiome 36XXX miles
Extra clean with all conve
nienicesi Must see'
489-2726 after 5 30prn
1988 COACHMAN, 5th
wheel, 35f! sic self beautiful,
contained
$12,900 Ford dually truck
can also be available
759-1300
1989 WINNEBAGO 2411
mini motor-home, 14.XXX
miles, $15,000 1991 2011
pontoon boat, 40hp, Evenrude, fish finder & trolling
motor, $6,000. Call
436-2593
23FT motorhome 1982
Campmate sett contained,
Ford classic $6.000
753 7602
27FT Monitor tray
roof as, aw
new
00 firm

1968 FORD pick up swb
auto poss traction, rear end
needs some work $800
firm 759-9203 after 5pm
1974 FORD F.350 with util
ay bed and towing package
(good truck) 753-8981
1978 JEEP CJ7 Call
753-0492 or 759-1972
1979 CHEVY Sco
4X4 AT/PS.
Leer topper
truck'
1985
, ar, drives
set, $2.200 Call

CUNNINGHAM'S Hearing
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN spec tank and Cooing Sews Corninstallation repair replace- -installation and sew
C•II Gary at
vice
ment 759-1515
759 4754
aAc1040E Serino, ROY
CUSTOM buncioong and
HILL Septic system drive
backhoe work septic $yS
loundations
ways hauling
toms 354-8161 after 4pm
etc 750-4664
BACKHOE Service corn
pier/ foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Me
song Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

DECK Masters Reason
able rases for quality work
For your free estimates call
Rick 753 6566 or Mc
753-7864

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs, addons and blow
trig ceilings 753-4761

B&G Maintenance, lawn
care ht hauling & Landscaping Free estimates
Ask for Bill 759-4490
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
cleaning
Spring
Residential/Commercial
753-5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Au work guaran
753-1134 or
teed
436 5832
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
C&C Remodeling Co Additions decks roofing paint
irig electrical vinyl siding
and all home repair Free
estimates 354-8275
CHILI Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COE S General Repair
Electrical, carpentry and
drywall 492-8403
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wolff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489-2296

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electnc.
Inc Service saes and installation (502) 435 4699
435-4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 436-2060
GARDENS TILLED FOR
SPRING PLANTING! Spe
cualizing in hard to get to
areas Small or large gardens done Schedule early
for prompt service Call
Rick day 759 9557 for a
tree estimate
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg. roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding panting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HANDY man services offered carpentry electrician yard work painting,
etc 759-1449
MUFFLERS
brakes.
shocks service R&G Exhaust 514 South 12th
Street 753-8868

Authorized
BRIGGS A STRATTON
and KOHLER
Savior Center

cJ

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
FOR sale: 1982 27ft self
contained Alp-Aly camper.
Good condition, new awning in 1991, $6,500 obo
Cal 502-753-8284

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Krum Lamb
Richard Lomb

753-2925

Boats
& Motors
1990 18FT Astro boat &
trailer with 115 Mercury
motor & trolling motor Like
new 753-5910

USED boats, motors, trail
ers & salvage parts for sale
1989 CAMARO RS. red-- Boat & motor repair All
red, all power, t tops, 305 work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine ReEFI, $7,000 Call 753-4203
pair, Hwy 121 S
1990 HONDA CRX HF-- 502-436-5464
45,XXX miles, red, extra
clean. 45 mpg, $7.195
753-0811

405

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Swami
011wel

aisles*
Oland

•

304 OLIVE Blvd Escelieni Blvd location, 2 story
coon.* web columns LR
forma dining Wary large
xhen with stand & pen
try Large family room with
fireplace Stir 2 lull. 2
oaths utility room. pew 2
car garage Price reduced,
Cal for app! 753 7689

WOOD WORICS
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1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
clean up odd lobs tree
trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free esti
mates
Tim Lamb
436 5744
1 1 1 A all around mowing
trimming, hauling Mark
436-2528
1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics, & odd
jobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
Al Al Al Joe's mowing,
mulching raking tree removal Free estimates
436-2967
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing
Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816. 753-0495
ADDITIONS, garages, new
homes,sun rooms. wood &
metal studs Tripe Williams,
builder. 753-0563.
ALL around yard work.
Mowing, hauling, odd jobs.
trimming 437-4703
ALPHA Builders - Carpen
try remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, drive
ways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas, rotors and amplifiers Beasley's Antenna
Service, Buchanan,
901-642-4077

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE
'Satellite Systems
'Sales 'Service 'Parts
'Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

Murray Transportation Service

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

MULCH deirvered Murray
436 5560
interior ester
or House & mobile home
yews Tucspointrig Wick
work Free estimates Call
436 5009 436 5032
PANTING

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436 5255

RESIDENTIAL Rooting
'..i- ,..aranteed work at rea
sonaboe rates Free eati
CABINET
RE
KITCHEN
-nates 25yrs experience
FACING Make your oid Repairs on Dip roof or new
new again with Formica All construction Cali Rick
colors free estimates 753 6566 or Mic
Wulf s Recovery Murray. 751 7864
KY- 436-5560
RILEY remodeling and
LICENSED for electric and construction 489-2907
gas 753 7203
ROCKY COLSON Home
LIGHT hauling tree trim
Repair Roofing siding
ming and removal Call painting plumbing con
753-2320 leave message
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307
MOODY S mower repair

Pick up and delivery
753 5668
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhdi 753 2674

011seed
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Crveman 492 8742
SuREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal insured with full
line or equipment Free es
timates Day or night
53 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
auminum gutters variety
of coiors Licensed in
sored Estimate available
'59 4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
I Alm Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 7510530
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates dependable
Call 753-8651

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial Servall Gutter Co
'53 6,433

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Peoples First reports earnings
First quarter earnings for 1994
were almost identical to figures of a
year ago. Peoples First Corp. has
reported. Earnings for the period
ending March 31 were $2.567 million, or 35 cents per share, compared with 52.592 million, or 36
cents per share, for the same period
of 1993. The bank holding company earned 37cents per share lathe
fourth quarter of 1994. Return on
average stockholders' equity for the
three months ended March 31, 1994
and 1993 was 11.23% and 12.74%,
respectively.
Net interest income was 8.0%
greater in the first quarter of 1994
than the first quarter of 1993,
attributable mainly to increased volume of earning assets. Aggressive
pricing and other marketing efforts
stimulated strong loan demand.
Average loans outstanding for the
first three months of 1994 increased
14.0%, or S79.0 million to 5642.8
million from S563.8 million for the
first three months of 1993. The net
interest margin for the three months
ended March 31, 1994, was 4.33%
compared to 4.24% for the same
period.
Earnings were lowered by
charges of almost 3.5 cents per
share relating to the acquisition of
First Kentucky Bancorp, a Central
City savings bank. The acquisition

was completed March 10 and all
per-share figures have been restated
as a result. There was no dilution of
earnings in the merger, said Allan
Klett, chief financial officer. Also
affecting income was an increase in
income taxes of 5167,000 over last
year. - Before that charge, Peoples
First's income rose $142,000.
People's First Corporation is a
multi-bank holding company which
conducts a complete range of commercial and personal banking activitcs through its subsidiary banks:
Peoples First National Bank, Paducah. Kentucky; First Liberty Bank,
Calven City/Benton, Kentucky;
First National Bank, LaCenter,
Kentucky; Salem Bank, Salem/
Smithland, Kentucky;Bank of Murray, Murray. Kenuicky and First
Kentucky Federal Savings Bank,
Central City, Kentucky. The Company's common stock (symbol:
PFKY) is traded on the National
Association of Securities Dealers
Automated Quotation System
(NASDAQ) National Market System (NMS). If you would like
additional information regarding
Peoples First Corporation's 1994
results, please contact Aubrey W.
Lippert., President and Chairman of
the Board or Allan B. Klett, Chief
Financial Officer at 502/441-1200.

MURRAY CABLIEVISION
CUSTOMERS
Due to system upgrade,service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.

CABLE
V1S1 N

TROWNLT
C & C Nursery
"The Dr/Wily People"
Perennial beds our specialty.
We also do landscaping. mulching, trhu ming. seeding and
leveling yards and tractor work.
Cyndi & Charlie Turnbow

753-2993

GREAT
GARDENS
START
HERE! /14

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE

,•••<

mom
'499

Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging
FREE
ESTOMATES

Pq'

4111
Experienced • Dependable

For the best rates & friendly service...

Call 489-2590

Ask About Our
No Money Down
Financing'

'fiftt
;

RON HALL

HEATING. COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

• Rear tines and power wheels make
tIllIng JUST ONE HAND'
• Available in 3 to 8HP Models
Ask your dealer for complete details and a
copy of the TROY BILT Warranty

1,171
'•

4.•

oa+

Ontovear

'I

A44

Murray Home & Auto
.44

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

JIM S Garden Service
Gardens breaking dm
lung Wing Lawns seeding
lertilizirug new or existing
Blade work & bush
Reasonable
hogging
rates 753 3413

Murray's Newest Truck Service Dedicated To The
Owner Operator's a Fleet Accounts
Services Offered Quarterly Fuel Tax Reporting
(Individual or Fleet)• Fuel Decals Ordered • Payroll
Services • Insurance Claims Handed For You • Can
Obtain Cargo & Liability Insurance For You • Logs
Maintained For D 0 T Inspections • Safety Compliance Files Maintained In Compliance With D 0 T
Regulations • Forms 2290(Heavy Vehicle Road Tax
Filed) • License Plates Ordered • I C C Authority
Applied For Bill of Ladings Billed For You
Whatever your paper work needs are, we can help
For more Information please call 502-753-3084.

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

HEATING Ron Hall Heat
rig Cooling and Electric
Co Serino§ unit replace
ment and complete install
tion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699

Owing

4Vo at dOt or4G 1441.00vi

Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

(502) 435-41399

Tuzil/aP.ite

753-2571

-
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Imaginative Defense

Murray Police Deparunent and
Murray-Calloway County Jayc
ees
are in the process at finge
rprinting and photographing elem
entary school children RI Murr
ay
and Calloway County for the purpose of official identifica
tion if a
need should ever anse.
Linda Lester was named Secretary of the Year and
Robert
iBob) Billington was named
Boss
of the Year by Murray Chapter
of
Professional Secretaries International at the Executive Nigh
t
banquet.
Births reported include a
boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sext
on,
April 9; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs.
Wesley C. Smith, April 16;
a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Ladd.
April 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Eveland, April 19.

with the 10-x of spades, the chan
ces
of upsetting the contract are far from
bright. since South for his bidding
probably has every one of the nine
high -card points missing You are
therefore unlikely to score more than
two spades and a club
Despite this dim outlook, how
ever, there is a reasonable chance of
scoring the setting trick in the trump
suit itself, provided partner ham the
six (or ten)of trumps. Since that is
your only real hope, you plan the
defense accordingly and return the
deuce of spades at trick two.
Partner winsdummy'seight with
the ace and shale to a club, just as
you expected him to do when you led
an unnecessarily low spade to ask
for a return an the lower-ranking
side suit
You win the club with the ace
Twenty years ago
and now lead another spade. PartNat Ryan Hughes was named
Assume you're West and South ner then come
s through with flying
gets to four hearts as shown. You colors when
he ruffs the king of
lead the queen ofspades,which wins, spades with
the six of hearts, after
East playing the four and South the which declarer
DEAR ABBY: On March 2. Indicannot stop you from
three
winning a trump trick. And so. while ana Gov. Evan Bayh signed a bill
that will require convicted child
The missing spades are the A-10 your side scor
es only a measly 50
molesters to register with local law
and you realize there's almost no points on the
deal, you are nonethe- enfo
rcement in this area.
chance of beating the contract un- less entitled
to pat yourself on the
This law, called "Zachary's Law."
less declarer has the ten. It is also back for havi
ng found the only way was named for
Zachary Snider, a
clear that, even if declarer started to stop the cont
ract.
Cloverdale. Ind., boy who was sexuTomorrow: The magic of probabilities.
ally molested, then murdered. It
was signed by Gov. Bayh on what
would have been Zachary's 11th
birthday, and will go into effect July
1. 1994.
The signing of this law was televised statewide. Gov. Bayh
signed it
through his tears, then he hugg
ed
Zachary's mother. There wasn't
a
dry eye an the place.
This law sends the message that

a
ch
Lis:
uk,
Y.
(
r,
nil
ur(SI
nk,
m-

DAILY COMICS

as new chairman of -Murr
ayray State Coll
Calloway County Hospital
ege, vas the first
Board
dono
r on April 24 in the
of Commissions County Judg
Blood
e
Program mutated
Robert G. Miller is the outg
by Calloway
oing
County Chapter of
chairman.
American Red
Cross. Also pictured
Airman Monty Cathey, son
with Steely
of
is Mrs. W. D.
Marilyn McCuiston, has
Caldwell, volumes
been
worker. Local donors
assigned to Sheppard Air
contnbuted
Force
230 pints of bloo
Base, Texas. after completi
d.
ng
Elected as officers
basic training at Lackland AFB
of New
,
Concord Parents Club
Texas.
were Billy
Joe Kingins. Garv
Buford Hurt was named Boss
in Phillips,
Mrs. Jackie Newberry
of the Year and Delma Trot
and Mrs.
ter as
Willie Smith.
Secretary of the Year by Murr
ay
Mrs.. Raymond Wrad
Chapter of Professional
ier preSecretasented a program at a
ries International at the
meeting of
annual
Woman's Society of
banquet.
Christian
Service of Coles Cam
Mrs. G.T. Lilly of Murr
p Ground
ay,
Methodist Church held
president of NAVAET, is atte
at the
ndWrather home.
ing the National Vocation
al
Recent births reported
Home Economics Education Conat Murray Hospital incl
ierence at Dallas. Texas.
ude a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Reece
Collins. a boy to
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Dr. Will Frank Steely, head
Brooks, and a
of
boy to Mr. and
the History De_partment of
Mrs. Don
Murhlurdock.

DEAR ABBY
society will no longer sit back and
do oothing while children are sexu- have laws on the books similar
ally abused, and murdered to to the Indiana law, and I am
informed that other state legisailence them.
These are senseless crimes, and latures are moving in that
many families suffer while the direction.
alleged perpetrator enjoys the pro••
tection of the law with regard to
their rights.
DEAR ABBY: I cracked up when
MRS.SALLY TROCT1MAN-MCINTOSH. MOORESVILLE,IND. I read this in Letters to the Editor
in the Ventura (Calif.) Star-Free
DEAR MRS. TROUTMAN- Press. If you think your readers will
MCINTOSH: Hats off to the enjoy it. here it is.
!MAL READER
state of Indiana and its able
governor, Evan Bayh. AccordDEAR READER: I cra
cked
ing to the National Center for up, too. And here
's the piece,
Missing and Exploited Chil- titled "Forced
Fitness":
dren, 29 other states already
-I would like to thank
you and

BLONDIE
SEL-SVE IT 2. A cEL.EaRrry,
OR NOT,n4AKAONKEy'S A
CE-EaRrrY

ME'S NOT AL.ONe
YOU'D HAVE TO
TAKE THE
OTHER ONE
TOO

Li

THE FAR SIDE

15 THAT
1.115
WIFE,

By GARY LARSON

`I)

6
CALVIN and HOBBES
AU_ RIGur, WO?" WWI,
OctA G\VE
NAT! 'IOU
170kiND IOU! WHAT DO IOU
JUSI NON SNEAKED INSIDE.
MEAN)PIE I 'mot oFT vouR Siu_l COST
UME,
BEEN IN BED f atit) JUMPED IN BED!
KNOW
READING AU.
WHAT 100 DID! WEIL YOU'RE.
EVENING MN GONNA GET IT NOW
BUC.1(0!
KISSES

rEAu,sox ARE
IOU GONG TO Co TO
ME., sk.)1•I YOJ CANT
, %ND ME ID BED
WOES D(‘ ALREADY
IN BED OISIS TO
SPoiL_ 10Vit
,
1CW EEL'

40ti WAIT UNTIL THE LAST
SECOND ID DO THE WORK AND
THEN BLAME /11E, YOUR SECRETARY, FOR NOT BEING ABLE lb
TYPE Lf00 woRbs A MiNUTE.

Vou 601 A ZILLION DOLLARS
Of OffICE EQUIPMENT AND
THEN BLAME ME, THE LOWEST MID EMPtrIEE, WHEN I
DON'T KNOW HOW To FM IT.

YOU SHUT ME OUT OF ALL
MOO TO
IMPORTANT MEETINCTS, AND
KNOUJ
THEN BLAME ME FOR NOT
YOU'RE
KNOWN& WHAT'S 60iN0 ON! NEED
ED,
EVER4 TIME OHM* 60E5
ISN'T IT
memo, you POINT THE
CHARLENE?
fINGER AT ME!!

Pony years slao
Cpl. Ben B Hopkins, son ot
Mr and Mrs. William Hopkins
Rt. 6, Murray. is serving with
Seventh Army in Ansbach
Germany.
Deimos Gish, basketball coach
at Central City High School, and
R. E. Matungly, basketball coita
l
at Bowie, Texas. High Scho
ol.
and 12 graduating high school
seniors from eight southern slate
s
have been named to represent the
South in the sixth annual Nort
hSouth Cage Classic to be play
ed
at Murray State College on
June
12. This is sponsored by
Murray
Chamber of COMITIette.
Dan Cain, Ronald Pace, Pat
Johnston, Larry Woodall. Char
les
McCuiston, and Dwain Hern
don
are officers of Almo High Scho
ol
Chapter of Future Farmers
of
America. Milton Walston is chap
ter advisor.

your staff, especially the
person
who delivers my newspape
r every
morning, for your concern over
my
health and well-being.
'Every morning when I go out
to
get my paper. I get a good
workout
looking for and retrieving my
paper
by performing such exercise
s
crawling on my belly unde as:
r my
truck to get my paper, clim
bing
through the hedges, and wres
tling
with my neighbor's dog,just to
mention a few. The stress of wond
ering
where my paper will be next
has
caused me to lose 10 poun
ds in
itself.
was wondering if you coul
d
talk to the person who deliv
ers my
paper and have him start
throwing
it on the roof, maybe two or
three
times a week. I think that
I am
ready for a more strenuous work
out
now.
"In the old days when I was
a
paperboy, we used to thro
w the
paper on the customers' front
porch
or at the end of their driveway
. Little did we know that we
were
depriving our customers of the
benefit of a good morning workout.
"Fortunately, we now live in the
'90s, and everyone is mor
e concerned for their health. Agai
n. I
would like to thank you and
your
staff for doing their part to
keep
your customers healthy. Keep
up
the good work."
TRUK AHLERS,
SANTA PAULA,CALIF.
•• •
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CATHY
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT When :Voti luve
the space, will you please give us old
folks some up-to-date information on
the lateslmedication and treatment
for arthritis' Mine began with eneks
in my neck that were cured by a Ant
of cortisone. 'Then my mints began
"Whoa! Another bad one!
see your severed head
aching. and the slightest movemem
lying quietly in the red-stained dirt, a surp
was like being stabbed
rised
with an ice
expression still frozen in your lifeless
pick. 1 was given Naprosyn. followed
eyes.... Next."
by Voltaren. Abdominal bleeding
AU_ I Mgt
resulted. I suffered horrible withdras
FOR SECRETARal pains with soreness and headache.
115' WEEK IS
leaving me with several months to
A LITTLE LESS
regain lost strength NOW I'm on
ATTENTION.
Pepcid and Lodine. Bow long can I
remain on this medication before _
another bleeding episode occurs" 7tt
ACROSS
knuckles are not enlarged. my ankles
Answer to Previous Puzzle
34 Main idea
are not swollen Just what type of
35 Reached a
I Lowest deck
arthritis do I have'
destination
of Ship
38 Southeast
6 - - lunch:
DEAR READER To an extent. ilt'
wind
away from
type
of arthritis you have will deter
41 Calif. city
one's desk
ODOM Ma
mine the treatment; the various forms
42 Distributed
11 Actor -can be differentiated by blood tests
Oil MD
44 - Saarinen
Power
and X-ray examinations For example.
00
45 DDE
12 Suffering
0
47 Periods of
osteoarthntis -- the kind that affects
from fears
14 Snatner ID
time
most of us in old age -- is caused hy
15 Fraction of a
49 - Claire,
the gradual wearing-down of joint sur
Wis.
pound
faces, causing stiffness and pain that
17 Side of a
50 Coffin stand
is usually controlled by aspirin
52 Actor room
UOU0 000
Eastwood
18 Part of TGIF
On the other hand, the inflammato
0 WO DOOM
54 Nova Scotia
20 Stage setting
ry arthritic conditions. such as lupus
00
0
(abbr.)
22 Inlet
and rheumatoid arthritis that Ire
00000 EMU
55 -He who
23 Bristle
1994 United Feature Syndicate
quently affect younger people. are
25 Roman
hesitates usually more severe and require pre.
official
scnption drugs. such as Naprosyn and
57
27 Comparative
Alliance
2 Train rte
Voltaren The problem with the...
syllable
59 Church songs
ending
3 Card game
8 Haul
60 Jumps
28 Crossbeam
drugs is that they commonly cause
4 Burden
9 Ski lift
30 Capture
stomach upset and irritation. which
5 English
DOWN
(hyph wd
32 Electrified
money
may lead to ulcers and bleeding
10 Greasier
particles
6 Opposite of
1 Pearl maker
This is the reason your doctor has
11
arid
turn
closing
quite properly prescribed Pepcid (to
13 - Boothe
7 Hesitation
reduce the possibility of ulcersi along
Luce
1
2
3
4
5
8 7
16 Give up
with Lodine (to reduce joint inflam
a
9
10
19 Step
mati
on) Another medication. Cytotee.
11
21 Borden's cow
is also widely used to prevent the
12 111.
24 Stay sway
13
complications of long term arthritis
14
from
15
18
191 17
therapy.
1126 Follow
I cannot tell, from the limited infor
29 Ambassador
20
22
18 1
24 21
motion you supply. what kind of
- Grows
1131
in Brooklyn"
arthritis you have: this is a question
25
23
27
33 Chooses
you should direct to your doctor
35 Excuse
ill
Nonetheless, he appears to have pre30
31
36 Jaunty
28 11129
scribed a reasonable combination of
37 -tees Make
32
medicines.
33
34
39 Distant
If your joints are not terribly sore
35
36
37
planet
38
and you are not particularly handi
40 Habitual
capped by your arthritis, you might
iiir
41
drunkard (M.)
44
consider putting yourself on over the_
4211143
43 Dentist's tool
46I
II46
counter acetaminophen esuch as
Slippery
47
as
45 1
Tylenol). which does not cause bleed
48 Snick and •
51 Gypsy man
ing ulcers - or you might try non-preso
st
52
53 Chinese
scription ibuprofen (such as Motrin
or
pagoda
Advil'. which is less likely to caus
wi
e
56 Symb01 for
digestive complications
55lll
l
tin
Se
To
give
you
more
150
information. I am
58 Family Dr.
sending you free copies of my Heal
571U
th
Reports "Consumer Tips on
Medicines."
"Understanding
Osteoarthritis" and "Managin
g
Chronic Pain." Other readers
who
would like copies should send
62 for
each report plus a long,
selfaddressed. stamped envelope to
P.O
Box 2433. New York, NY 1016
3. Be
sure to mention the titleisi
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000 00MOU MOO
DM DOOM 000
OMO MOM0 000

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WHAT DO YCO TeliNK
R+tN? SHr:ULD WE GO
MoDERN a "fttINTioNAL?
WHictIEVER IS
CAEAPER.

CoME.ON,TeliS IS YOUR
HCOSE Tc0.-IF WE'RE
GONGlb REDF-CORATE,
WE SHOULD DO IT TO6ETHIER
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THE ANSWER 15, AS WE ALL KNOW
FROM PREVIOUS GENERATIONS, AND
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE,AND CLIMATE
CONDMONS,AND DiA6RAM5, AND..
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LOOkING BACK

Tea years age

West dealer
Neither aide vulnerable
NORTH
•K 86
A J 74
•K J 5
•Q J 8
WEST
EAST
•Q J 9 7 5 2
*A4
•K 98
V6
•Q 4
• 76 3 2
•A 5
497432
SOUTH
•103
•Q 10 5 3 2
• A 109
K 106
The bidding
West
North East
South
1•
Dble
Pau
3•
Pass
4
Opening lead — queen of spades.
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Blair will deliver public affairs lecture
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Diane D. BLAU, professor of
political science at the University of
Arkansas, will deliver the Harry Lee
Waierfield Disunguishcd Lecture in
Public Affairs tided, "Inside the
Reflections
Clinton Campaign:
from the Arena," Thursday, April
28,at 7:30 p.m.,in the auditorium of
Murray State University's Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.
The departnient of political science, criminal Justice, and legal
studies at Murray State has sponsored the Waterfield lecture series
since 1978. The purpose of this
annual lecture is to bring to campus
individuals of accomplishment to
speak on topics of historical political importance.
Blair, a native of Washington.
D.C., serves on the Board of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, a position to which she was
nominated by President Clinton and
confirmed by the U.S. Senate.
Following graduation,Blair worked
as a contract analyst for the President's Committee on Government
Contracts,as a research assistant for
a Senate Special Committee on
Umcmployment and as a legislative
secretary and speechwriter for Sen.
Stuart Symington.
After moving to Arkansas in
1963. she earned a master's degree
in political science from the University of Arkansas in 1967, and has
taught at the university continuously since the time, rising through
the ranks to full professor in 1990.
In addition to several articles.
Blair has published two books,
"Silent Hattie Speaks,The Personal
Journal of Senator Hattie Caraway."
Greenwood Press, 1979, and "Arkansas Politics and Government: Do
the People Rule?" University of
Nebraska Press, 1988. Her publications focus primarily onstate and
local government and women in
politics.
In 1992,she took a leave from the
University of Kentucky to serve as
senior researcher with,the Clinton
presidential campaign.
Previous speakers of the Waterfield Lectures have included the
outstanding Kentucky historian
Thomas D. Clark; Professor Richard Neustadt of Frarvard University; Professor Alexander Heard,
Chancellor Emeritus of Vanderbilt
University; Professors Gordon Tullock and Richard Fenno; Senators
Richard Lugar and James Abourezk; Dorothy Ridings, president of
the League of Women Voters; and
James McIntyre,Office of Management and Budget director during the
administration of President Carter.
The lecture is named in honor of
the late Harry Lee Watcrfield.
Waterfield grew up in Calloway
County and graduated from Murray
State University in 1932. He distinguished himself in three careers journalism, politics and insurance.
Watcrficld was elected twice Lt.
Governor of Kentucky. He founded
the Investors' Heritage Life Insurance Company. Over the years, he
contributed to the state of Kentucky

and Murray State University in both
honors of service and many thousands of dollars in gifts. Waterficld
also served as a member of the
Board of Regents of Murray State
University and chairman of the
Murray State Foundation.

Students are awarded Harry Lee
Watedield scholarships at the annual lecture. Thirteen recipients are
expected to be presented sholarships for the 1994-95 academic
year.
The Vv'aterfield Distinguished

Lecture Series is supported by Pi
Sigma Alpha, Alpha Phi Sigma,
Lambda Alpha Epsilon and the
Student Law Association.
The lecture is free and open to the
public. A reception will be held
following the lecture.

IreT
The Kentucky
Network

Read the classifieds

1994 CAMRY LE

1239690

4 cyl.. automatic, air, tilt wheel, cruise, power windows,
power locks. AM.FM cassette, rear window defogger. Boor
mats, dual air bags. mud flaps, raise center arm rest.
$11.282.88 Tax &
••36 me clewed end lease with $1,500 down cash as trwie Residual
limier extra 15000 miles per year.

1994 TERCEL

11430785

4 cyL. 4-speed manual transmission. air. AM/FM cassette.
carpeted floor mats, right hand mirror, rear window defogger..
••313 ms, dosed end lease with $500 down cosh or trade. alsoldissi $111.4113.4110. Tan•
license extra. 15,000 webs pee yam

a

Diane D. Blair

DEVON NEEDS A FARM!

BIM Calvert
Saba

Jayne Mussar
Rental Agent

maim
'Please help me lindproperty
for my mom and dad If you
have or know of someone
who has 80-125 acres with or
without a house on it that is
forsale. please call my agent.
Tina, at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors. She is our
realtor and is helping us.-

Michael Duncan
Sales

Russ Dandeneau
Ss/es

TOYOTA

Oniw
1 21•
Loretta dabs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

Hwy. 641 South • (502) 753-4961

4
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Brett Bernal
Sales
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Etherton is Boss of the Year
submitted by his secretary,
Rhonda Rogers CPS.
As the chairman of the Department of Physics and Astronomy
and a professor of physics.Elberton is responsible for direction
and execution of all activities
pertaining to the Physics and
Astronomy Department. This
involves planning, preparation
and conduct of instruction; career and academic counseling for
85 students; participation in

academic planning; and public
relations for the University and
the department.
Etherton earned the B.S. in
Physics and Math and a M.S. in
Physics at the Southern Illinois
University. He earned his Ph.D.
at Michigan State University. He
came to Murray State University
in 1967.
He is a member of several
professional
organizations
where he has served in a number
of leadership capacities, including: Sigma Xi(National Science
Research Honor Society),Sigma
Pi Sigma (Physics Honor Society), the Kentucky Academy of
Science
and the Kentucky ChapThe Murray chapter of Propublishing the 1994 tabloid.
ter American Association of
The Murray chapter also
fessional Secretaries InternaPhysics Teachers.
tional would like to extend its
recognizes Rhonda F. Rogers,
He sponsors three well-estabCPS,
for the leadership she has
appreciation to Harry Allison
lished department clubs: Sigma
for providing the photographs
provided the chapter as presiPi Sigma, Society of Physics
for the 1994 Professional Secdent during the past year.
Students, and Physics Activity
The complimentary bouquet
retaries Week supplement to
Club.
the Murray Ledger & Times.
for the secretary of the year
Etherton currently serves on
was provided by Humdinger
The Murray chapter would
many institution committees:
also like to thank the Murray
Flowers and Gifts. The Murray
Chair,Search Committee for AsLedger & Times and its staff
chapter wishes to thank Humsistant Professor of Physics posifor supporting the chapter in
dingers for its generosity.
tion, Selection for the Barry M.
Nw
j
eakSWir
(fwgirrt Goldwater Scholarship, Science
Rek. /
1
4 Undergraduate Research FelIPA_ -ea
lowship Committee (Chairman),
Advisory Committee for School
Relations, Science Fair Committee, Leave and Promotion Committee, and the Administration
'Fabulous Variety Seafoods'
Process Committee.
Besides his duties as administrator and teacher, Dr. Etherton
has published many papers and
Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
manuals. He makes presentaHwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.
Dr. Robert C. Etherton has
been named by the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries
International (PSI) has its 1994
Boss of the Year.
Dr. Etherton received the
award at the Murray chapter of
PSI Executive Night Banquet
held Monday night at the Curtis
Center on the campus of Murray
State University.
He was selected by a panel of
judges from a written resume

In Appreciation„,

Congratulations
To All Secretaries.

turn etts

COMPLIMENTS OF

Peoples
Bank

Dr. Robert C. Etherton was chosen as 1994 Boss of the Year.
He Is pictured with his secretary, Rhonda Rogers, CPS.
tions to other groups, including
high school classes-on a variety
of subjects relating to physics.
Etherton is married to Jean
Etherton. They have three children. They are Cindy McLaren,
Kathy Goodman and Mike
Etherton. The Ethertons have six
grandchildren.
They are members of the First
Baptist Church in Murray, Kentucky.
In the resume presented by
Ms. Rogers, she states: "My
executive creates a stimulating
atmosphere in his office which
inspires and motivates students,
faculty and staff to "reach for the
stars" in whatever they are trying

to accomplish; he is a peopleoriented individual with compassion and sincerity; he possesses
the extraordinary talent of maintaining a professional, but easygoing atmosphere in the office;
he supports PSI by encouraging
me to be active in all areas of my
chapter -- from being on a committee to being an officer; he
always actively participates in
PSI activities in which he is
invited and is always interested
in hearing about my PSI activities."
She further states: "He believes that I am a professional in
•See Page 10

The
UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
Murray State
University

MURRAY,

KENTUCKY
MEMBER FDIC

LOCATIONS
MAIN OFFICE • SOD MAIN AT 5Th • NORTH BRANCH - NORTH 1711.1AT CHESTNUT
9DUTH BRANCH - 93L1H 1711i AT STORy • IPASU 1E1LER MACHINE •CUM CEMIR
HOSPITAL 11LLER MACHINE-OM POPLAR
002) 53-3231

--;p777

Salutes All
Secretaries and
Provides Exceptional
Office Supplies
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Lisa Hill

Congratulations
To All Secretaries

Secretary of the Year

If.

°pienpasesses
naineasyffice;
aging
)f my
cornr, he
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ctivibeta! in

Lisa A. Hill was named 1994
Secretary of the Year at the
Executive Night Banquet held
Monday evening by the Murray
Chapter of Professional Secretaries International (PSI).
Hill is Systems Analyst for the
Bank of Murray. Since joining
the Murray Chapter in 1987, she
has served as President-Elect and
President as well as chairman
and a member of numerous PSI
Commiuees. She assisted the
Murray Chapter in hosting the
Annual
Kentucky Division
Meeting as Chairman of the
Business Function Committee.
In addition, she has participated
in numerous meetings of the
Kentucky Division.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School and the
Dale Carnegie Program, her previous work experience includes:
loan documentation secretary,
credit reporter,and bookkeeping
clerk for the Bank of Murray.
She also serves as the Bookkeeper for Diamond Development
Company and co-owner and secretary of Roy Hill Backhoe Service and Portable Structures.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Junior Garland of Murray,
Mrs. Hill is married to Roy Hill,
and they have two sons: Christopher and Stephen.
The Secretary of the Year was
based upon requirements in three
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IIison CRiptoglaphy
753-8809

607 S. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
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Roy Hill

Lisa Hill, 1994 Secretary of the Year, is pictured center with her
bosses, Gall Parker (left) and Ronnie Gibson from the Bank of
Murray.

Backhoe Service
areas. One was a background
score sheet listing education,
business experience, and PSI
activities.
The second area of competition was a questionnaire completed by the candidate's peers in
the Murray Chapter and her boss,
listing her abilities in leadership,
professionalism,and community
service. The responses to this
questionnaire were scored by a

ARMY ROTC

panel of three judges.
The third phase of competition
required the finalist to appear
before the same panel of judges
to be rated on her abilities in oral
..'ges scored the
response.
tent of presencandidate
of presentation,
tation, del
poise and image. After tabulation of the scores from all three

Specializing in Septic & Sewer
Systems, Trenching, Excavating,
Foundations, Hauling, etc.
Route 5
Murray, KY

(502) 759-4664
On Call 24 Hrs. Daily

MI See Page 9

We're Proud of Our PSI Members!

Salutes All
Secretaries And
Office Personnel

Seated left to right: Lisa Hill, Pam Oglesby, Ranee Doyle. Standing left to right: Lori
Harris, Dortha Stubblefield, Melody McIntyre, Carolyn Byars, Sheri Hill.

Seated(I tor):Faye Wells,CPS,Records Manager,and Dana Riggs,
temporary Department Secretary. Standing (I to r) are Student
Secretaries: Shelley Rowland,Mrs.Jennifer Parks,and Lisa Cult
Not pictured are: Mrs.Sherry Former,Department Secretary,and
Student Secretary April Holtman.

MBank ofMuri
A Peoples Firs/ Corporalion Bank

(502) 7531593 • Murray, Kentm4 41071 • %ember FDIC
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Congratulations
to all the Secretaries!
Granny's
Home Cooking
Chestnut St.

753-9559

"Design'yor Cfothes
by

Expressions
(Hold Everything, Inc.)

JEANNE FLEMING
(502) 753-0224
Rt. 6, Box 10, Murray, Kentucky 42071

Richardson, Howe and
Melton
Certified Public Accountants

301 Maple Street
Murray, KY. 753-2424

We appreciate our
Secrataries
Joanne Farley
Leah Evans
Beverly Swain
Patsy James
Canto Boggess

,
r.4

:
01

The judges for the 1994 Secretary of the Year competition were Mr.Jim Carter, Vice President of Pricing and Quality
at Paschall Truck Lines, representing the business sector; Dr. Virginia Illcherson, Associate Professor In the
Department of Business Administration, Office Systems, and Business Education at Murray State University,
representing the field of education; and Ms. Amy Wilson, Staff Reporter for the Murray Ledger & Times,
representing the media.

Are you
interested?
Membership in a professional
association is evidence of your
commitment to excellence as a
team member with management.
Whether you're an administrative assistant, executive secretary, word-processing secretary,
information specialist, office
manager, or executive assistant,
PSI can help you continue your
career growth and assist in your
personal and professional development.
By joining PSI, you will:
-Benefit from numerous personal and professional development programs that provide the
opportunity to build management and leadership skills.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING A COMMITMENT
TO YOUR PROFESSION?

If so, the Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International
invites your inquiries. Please fill out this coupon and mail to the
following address:
Ms. Belinda Woods, CPS
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
Route 2, Box 54
Murray, KY 42071
Yes, I am interested in Professional Secretaries International.
Please send me information on how I may become a member of your
organization.
Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Tide
Company
No. & Street
City

Slate

Zip

Telephone (

• See Page 6

Murray State
University
1
-\-if- Salutes
in
All
SECRETARIES

Congratulations
Secretaries
Especially Ours

Pan

Amy Futrell, Ann Thompson,
Sussann Lovett and Diane Lilly

tat l'he Murray Insurance
Agency
kin=

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

753-4751
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"Bettering Our Best"

'

Today, the secretarial profession faces a time of opportunity
like we've never faced before. In
• our jobs and in our workplaces,
the secretary is on the cuuifig
edge of the evolution of business
in the '90s.
We see technology advancing
by leaps and bounds around us.
We see business restructuring to
meet the challenges of a fiercely
competitive marketplace. And
through all this, we find the
secretary taking on a larger and
larger role.
It is a challenge we accept
willingly. We believe that with
our unique skills, the secretary
has something special to offer to
the workplace. We are proud of
where we've been and we're
optimistic about where we are
headed.
For the past 42 years, Professional Secretaries International
has sponsored Professional Secretaries Week as a way to call
attention to the importance of
secretaries. Much has changed
since the first professional secretaries week in 1952. But one
thing has remained consistent:
our dedication to our profession.
In 1994, as we celebrate Professional Secretaries Week, we
ask ourselves this question: What
can we as secretaries do to
contribute more to the business
world we envision in the '90s?
How can we increase our role?
For secretaries today, we believe the answer is this: to strive
for excellence. We must improve
the quality and effectiveness of

what we do, so we can meet the
challenges and opportunities of a
changing business environment.
We must strive for excellence to
make ourselves more valuable to
our departments, our companies,
and ultimately, the economy of
our nation and our world.
That's the thinking behind the,
theme of 1994 Professional Secretaries Week -- "Bettering Our
Best."
To what does this refer?
In business today, many companies are using a process called
benchmarking to assess how well
they do things. Essentially, benctmarking refers to studying the
way similar companies do the
things you do,and then applying
what you learn to improve your
own operation.
One of the pioneers of benchmarking is Robert Camp of
Xerox Corporation. He defines
bcnchmarking as: "The search
for industry-best practices that
leads to superior performance."
The purpose of benchmarking
is to improve quality in your
organization, by emulating the
ways of others you've identified
as successful.
We secretaries, too, can use
bcnchmarking to accelerate our
learning process, improve our
quality and serve our employers
better.
The organizations for which
we work are using benchmarking
to improve their operations. We
as secretaries also must benchmark to improve ourselves.
We must remain current with the

best ideas and practices in use
today.
When we seek to better our
best, we should look at ourselves
in two ways: -individually, as
one secretary with one's unique
skills and experiences, serving
the organization for v.hich one
works, and • -collectively. as a
profession. part of the world
economy, represented by our
professional association, protcsional secretaries international.
First, let's look at ourselves as
individuals. We can benchmark
against other secretaries.
Talk to other secretaries and
executives at your place of business. Ask about what the secretaries do and how they do it. What
responsibilities do they have?
Another excellent source for
benchmark ing is professional
secretaries international. At our
meetings, we meet other secretaries from around the community.
The meetings are a time to make
new acquaintances and share
information. We call that
networking.
PSI publishes much information that is useful in bcnchmarking, in learning about what other
secretaries do. The Secretary
magazine is packed with valuable material about trends in the
field.
Recently, PSI completed a
member survey that provides
some revealing statistics about
the role of secretaries today.
Here are some highlights:
Secretaries have become computer experts: 95 percent use

Word Processing software; 73
percent use Spreadsheet software; 46 percent run Data Base:
40 percent use Graphics; and 19
percent operate Desktop Publishing. Secretaries typically are
adept at multiple software
programs.
Clearly. secretaries are taking
on a greater role in the work
place. Technology and corporate
resuu.turing arc charighig the
secretan.'1
Another valuable hen..hinarkmg resource that PSI otters is
CPS...the certified professional
-To
designation.
secretary
achieve the CPS rating, you must
pass a day-long test covering all
aspects of secretarial practice.
Over 40,000 secretaries base
achieved the CPS designation. It
clearly is a mark of excellence in
relation to your peers.
Now, what about secretaries
as a profession?
PSI is the professional association representing executive
assistants. We have nearly
30,000 members in the United
States and Canada, and over
40,(X)0 worldwide. We too arc
bcnchmarking to improve our
operations.
As a result of our benchmarking effort, we have identified
membership as an area in which
we seek to grow. Currently. just
one percent of secretaries belong
to PSI. We would like to see
more.
To promote membership. PSI
has launched the recognition
plus program. Recognition plus

11111•11.

Congratulations to all
the Secretaries
Now Open Sunday
At 11:00 A.M.

FOR

753-2975

SPRING
1994

Open Daily
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sun. thru 'Thurs.
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Pagita"
PIZZAS
SALADS

SERVING:
SPAGHETTI
SANDWICHES

The Professional Secretary who looks her
best for casual or dress always selects
fashions at The Mademoiselle Shop.

Mademoiselle
South 4th St.

753-3882

Murray, Ky.

is a series of incentives to reward
PSI members and leaders for
recruiting new members.

Professional
Secretaries
International
Code of Ethics
sccrct.,t!,'s
position of trusi, vvc rcA)Ivc in
activities to be gud,.:1
a!i (It
f,y the t:Ighest ideals for v..11.di
the Proicisiond Secretaries
ID:ernational stands to estaHish,
pra tice and promote proles)nal standards; and to be ethical and understanding in all of
our business associations.
We resolve to promote the
interest of the business in which
we arc employed; to exemplify
loyalty and conscientiousness at
all times; and to maintain dignity and poise under all
circumstances.
We further resolve to share
knowledge; to encourage ambition and inspire hope and sustain faith, knowing .that the
eternal laws of God are the ultimate laws under which wc may
truly succeed.

Make Your
Secretary
Feel She Is
The
Greatest!
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Salute To Secretaries

L.A. OPTICAL
For Your Eyes
310 N. 12th • Murray, KY 42071
753-8641

Mont
502•753-0553 13
cir•753 3909 !ki'

Hours: 7a•7p Man.•1n
10alp Sat ck Sun

204 Sout4 4tA Street
A
Murray kntuk,

We Salute
All Secretaries
"ESPECIALLY OUR OWN"
• Not Only On Their Day
But Every Day of The Year.

Congratulations!

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Toyota of Murray
641 S. Murray

753-2617
Itrec,
,555rer,reeereeneserrerneen•egte.SefetreerteePrelreerieM7,r,.:

Thank You For
Dining At Dumplin's

Two members earn CPS
Two members of the Murray
Chapter ofProfessional Secretaries International have attained
the designation of Certified Pro- ,
fessional Secretary(CPS)during the 1993-94 year. Earning the
distinguished CPS rating were
Terri Mardis, CPS, and Kelly
Young, CPS.
The CPS program began in
1951. Originally, a two-day,
six-part exam was offered once
each year. Now, it is offered
twice a year,in May and November. The number of candidates
who sit for the exam at the more
than 250 test sites worldwide is
growing each year and averages
nearly 10,000. More than 40,000
secretaries have attained the CPS
rating.
The CPS examination covers
TERRI MARDIS AND KELLY YOUNG
six areas of business knowledge:
behavioral science in business,
covering..,the following subject
comprehensive exam.
business law, economics and
management, accounting, office- - areas: finance and business law,
Mardis is a member of the
office systems and administraadministration and communicaprofessional support staff at
tion and management.
tion and office technology.
Vanderbilt Chemical and MinerThe general knowledge doIn 1990, CPS contracted with
als Corporations. She is currently
mains currently included in the
ACT to conduct a job analysis
office assistant to Ed M. ShinCPS Examination will also be
and content validity study for the
ners, executive vice president
included in the three-part exam.
CPS program. The primary purand general manager; Paul N.
The
major
difference
will
inpose of the study was to validate,
Kurz, vice president and manvolve the number of questions
and if necessary, recommend
ager,chemical plant; and George
assigned to the knowledge dorevisions to the content outline
Collins. vice president and manmains and the grouping of dofor the CPS Examination. Based
ager, minerals. She has been an
mains.
upon the results of the research,
active member of the Murray
the CPS Examination will beTo attain the CPS rating, a
Chapter since joining in 1991.
come a three-part, one-day excandidate must meet education
She is currently serving the
amination effective with the
and work experience requireChapter as corresponding secretNovember, 1994 examination
ments, in addition to passing the
ary and hasserved aschairman of
numerous committees.
Young is currently serving as
executive secretary to John Fitzgibbon, interim vice president
for University Relations and Administrative Services at Murray
State University. She has been a
member of the Murray Chapter
since 1991.
Other members of the Murray
Chapter who have earned the
CPS rating are Marlene Roberts,
CPS; Rhonda F. Rogers, CPS:
Faye Wells, CPS; and Belinda
Woods, CPS.

We Appreciate
Our Secretaries

Murray Ledger & Times

f.

Interested...

INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS
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305 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

1623 Highway 121 Bypass
Phone: 502-753-8802

YOUR PARTNER IN BUSINESS

FROM PAGE 4
-Gain personal visibility and
recognition, while strengthening
the image of the profession in the
global community.
-Network with colleagues
who are experts in a variety of
fields.
-Keep "up to date" on industry
news and trends through association publications such as The
Secretary magazine and Vision
member newsletter, and through
international conferences.
•Take advantage of reduced
rates on educational materials/
courses, and numerous other
member benefits.
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We're Proud To Support Our
Fine Secretaries In Murray!

Pieri imports'
The Place To Discover

University Plaza...On Chestnut St.

Salute To All Secretaries
From

Buck's Body Shop
900 Sycamore Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-5142

1

Complete Frame and Body Repazr

Secretary of the Year finalists
Secretary of the Year finalists are: (from left), Laura Lohr, Belinda Woods, CPS, Terri Mardis, CPS,
and Lisa Hill.

We Salute Secretaries!
Satellite • Cable • Programming
Certified VSAT • TVRO
Residential • Commercial

Ultimate Communications

Tips for teamwork
-THINK EQUALITY. Much
of the Total Quality philosophy
depends upon equal participation
of all team members. Whether
exempt or non-exempt, whether
in a management or support
function, everyone has valid
ideas that should be judged on
their own merit.
•BE FLEXIBLE. Work schedules and family responsibilities
will vary by team member, so
meetings may require frequent
adjustments in time or location.
At Osram Sylvania, for example, the secretaries in Action
Team has tried breakfast as well
as lunch-time meetings. Also
stay flexible in dealing with the
various personalities within the
group; remember that everyone
brings a different strength to the
team.
"HAVE
A
MISSION
STATEMENT. Putting your
team's mission in writing keeps
activities in focus; you might
begin by asking management
how your team might best benefit
the entire organization, not just
team members.
The Marketing/Sales Council
at R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, for example, has this fourpart mission:
"Enhance professional development of assistants..
communication
•Improve

within
the
marketing,/sales
groups.
•Improve
morale among
marketing and sales assistants.
•Provide an open forum for
information exchange.
"EMPHASIZE THE COMMITMENT. Some people may
agree to serve on a team simply
because they're pleased to be
asked. Carol Rogers CPS, recommends being frank with new
or potential members.
"Right up front we say,'If you
join us, please stay with us. Don't
just show up for the fun times,
such as the holidays,'" says Ro-

gers, of the Cabot Corporation.
About half of the company's
administrative support staff participates.
•DON'T GET DISCOURAGED."It can be frustrating if a
lot of people can't come to a
meeting or don't come very often," admits Osram Sylvania's
Barbara B. Brown CPS.
Her group, which started with
15 secretaries but has since
shrunk in size, makes an effort to
stay in touch between bimonthly
meetings.

Murray, Ky.
810 B Sycamore St.
Murray, KY 42071

Tim Robertson
Tel. (502) 753-2640
1-800-642-2446

"NEW!"
We can repair your VCR, stereos
and small electronics.
—Full Time Technician—

WE ARE PROUD OF
OUR SECRETARY

Congratulations Secretarie
Its your week—you deserve it!

gwin Xaies
OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
516 Maln
OFFICE SUPPLIES • FURNITURE • MACHINES
Call us any time at 753-0123
Authorizul
X•ro x Sal's
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XEROX.

Jeanie Morgan & Brian Van Horn
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Local chapter
hosts Division
meeting in May

R.:4( •
4L,H`to•
111

•

Pictured from left: Jean U. Weidner, CPS, 1993-94 Kentucky division president; Peggy Citron, CPS, 1993-94 Kentucky division
president-elect; Gall King, CPS, 1993-94 Kentucky division vice president; Sloglinde Young, CPS, 1993-94 Kentucky division treasurer;
Terri Mardis, CPS, chairman of the 1993 annual meeting banquet commitee; Belinda Woods, CPS, 1993 annual meeting coordinator;
and Sharion Bailey, 1992-93 Murray chapter president.

We Appreciate Secretaries
Children's Shoes

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-4383
DEBORAH GROGAN Certified Image Consultant

PRINTING
Services & Supplies
Murray, Ky. 753-5397
10; NORTH

4th

STH1 ET

'Uall Us For All Your Printing Needs"

W A-

LL.4

1,--Dy-ur A
Jai .,f4A
Come see us at our New Location
604 S. 12th St.(Hwy. 641 S.)
STORE 753-7688

7PAR
FritIvP
Ward-Elkins, Inc.
•• •

To.I

•

411 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-1713
A special thanks to our secretary,
Ilene Tripp.

We Salute Our Secretary
Carolyn Carroll

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT, Inc.
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
FUDMG ON YOUR TIRES
1105 Pogue Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

Business Phone (502) 753-1489
Home Phone 753-6728

r•ffik;it14.'
Unique Dimension In
AL "ADowntown
Shopping"
At

'S

SECRETARIES
would enjoy

gookrnanh

R a gift
E from the
A Bookmark

9k

404 Main
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502)753-7222

MicroAge
314 Main Street

Salutes All Secretaries —

The 41st Annual Meeting,
Kentucky Division of Professional Secretaries, Inc. (PSI),
held at the Holiday Inn-Murray,
May 21-23, 1993, was a huge
success.
About 138 members (Kentucky Division representatives
from 14 chapters plus membersat-large), guests, and international, division, and chapter officers attended this weekend
meeting. It provided opportunities for professional growth and
activities for networking as well
as informal gatherings. Over 70
professional support staff — the
largest attendance in several
years — continued their education and development Friday afternoon (May 21)by attending a
seminar by Martha Clark on
"How to Be What You Want to
Be."
Entertainment for Mardi Gras
on Friday, May 21, was provided
by the Murray Middle Jazz Band,
under the direction of Beth Stribling. This group performed extremely well under chilly conditions. Most of our visiting members thought they were high
school band players with several
years' experience. They were
extremely professional and performed an outstanding repertoire
ofjazz music that gave our Mardi
Gras atmosphere. Jason Woods
was our storyteller who provided
some wonderful tales and helped
warm the event by announcing
door prize winners. Terri Mardis,
CPS, was responsible in obtaining the gifts for door prizes and
goody bags which were handed
out to those in attendance. The
Presentation of Colors by the
Boy Scouts of America. Troop
No. 45, during opening session,
was evaluated by some as the
kind they "would like to see done
at the International level."
Several guest speakers provided us with continued motivation and insight: The Honorable
Bill Cherry, mayor of the City of
Murray and Anne Adams,director of the Murray Tourism Commission, opening session; Carol
Allen CPS, International Southeast District Director, keynote
address; Constance Alexander,
SOTY luncheon speaker,and the
Communicators, Drs. Robert
McGaughey and Robert Valentine, who have received evaluations as . having provided "the
best entertainment ever experienced at a PSI function..."
The 1993 Annual Meeting
was chaired by the following
members:
Chapter
Murray
•See Page 10
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MI Lisa Hill...
FROM PAGE 3
areas, the candidate with the
highest score is selected as the
Secretary of the Year.
Mr. Ronnie D.Gibson, Senior
Vice President of the Bank of
Murray, said, "Lisa Hill is most
deserving of Secretary of the
Year. Her knowledge,expertise
and dedication truly exemplifies
a 'Secretary of the Year.' Her
desire for personal and professional development is demonstrated by her active membership
and commitment to Professional
Secretaries Internationl where
she has assumed leadership
roles."
Gail Parker, chief financial
officer and senior vice President
of the Bank of Murray, said, "I
am absolutely thrilled about the
announcement of Lisa's selection
as Secretary of the Year, she is a
most deserving recipient. Lisa is
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The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International provides numerous opportunities for professional development through the Chapter's
monthly meetings.
The Chapter meets on the third
Monday of each month and the
meetings consist of an educational program followed by a
business meeting. The programs
offered during the past year are
representative of the professional development opportunities available to the Chapter's
members and guests.
The Chapter's theme for the
year was "A Link to the Future"
which provided several insightful programs. Karen Alexander,
Certified Family Nurse Practitioner, addressed the "Health
Link" with her remarks on stress
management An update on
technology was the topic for the
"Educational Link" which was
provided by Dr. A.C. "Buddy"
Krizan, chairman of the Department of Business Administration, Office Systems, and Business Education at Murray State
Univeristy.
"African versus American
Business Cultures" was the basis
for the "International Link" by
Njorogc Karanja of Kenya, Africa. Pam Thomas presented
"Every Beat of My Heart" for the
"Fitness Link."
The Murray Chapter invites
anyone who is interested in Professional Secretaries International to aucnd our monthly
meetings.

a very conscientious and professional employee who demonstrates a great deal of initiative. I
believe Lisa would be successful
in any career which she might
choose. The Bank of Murray is
very fortunate to have her as an
employee."
Other Murray Chapter members who have received the
award include: Neva Gray Allbriuen, 1972; Patsy Dyer, 1973;
Delma Trotter, 1974; Bettye
Baker Conner, 1975; Faye C.
Wells, CPS, 1976; Annie J.
Nance, 1977; Anita J. Thomas,
CPS, 1978; Jeanne Fleming,
1982; Annita Peeler, 1983;
Linda L. Lester, CPS, 1984;
Marlene S. Roberts, CPS, 1985;

Bobbie Waters, l986; Kay Burgdolf, 1987; Gale Vinson, 1988;
Jeanie Morgan, 1989: Marion
Hale, 1990; Pat 11 utNon, 1991:
Sharion A. Bailey, 1992; and
Rhonda F. Rogers, CPS, 1993.
Four members of the Murray
Chapter have received the honor
of Kentucky Division Secretary
of the Year. They arc Faye C.
Wells, CPS; Anita J. Thomas,
Jeanne Fleming, and Marlene S.
Roberts, CPS.
Hill will represent the Murray
Chapter in the 1994 Kentucky
Division Secretary of the Year
competition during its annual
meeting in May which is being
hosted by the Bowling Green
Chapter.

Happy Secretaries Day!
from
Kilpatrick's Child Care Center, Inc.

Apple Tree School
Robert & Linda Kilpatrick - Owners

Charter members of the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries International include: (front from left) Faye Wells, CPS,
and Annie Nance, (back from left) Melva Hatcher and Neva
Grey AllbrItten.

Happiness To All Secretaries

CHARLIE'S SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Whitnell & Glendale Road • 753-417s

753-9356

Stadium View Dr.

- -LUCIE

mir -

IRACIC
.
..
.;,,
C
(Ii / '
_Itc
At Duncan's Market
Corner of Hwy. 94 and 732

9-1-appy
Secretaries'
Day

_
Burgers
like they
ought's be
...& more!

to
Patsy Higgins
LeAnn Darnell &
Bridget Murphy
from

Hrs.: /0 a.rn-2 pin. &sat.
to a.rn-2 isnt Thurs.
5 p.rn4 p.m. Thum a Fri.

The
Beauty Box
Phone: 753-7132
1304 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
fittest in /lair Cutting

Ross Insurance Agency
6th & Main 7c1-nts9

SECRETARIES...
We Salute All of You!

ZELL
rep
%TACO

Coloring, Perming, Etc.
Stylists: Sharon, Gayle, Faye, and Freda
Nail Tech: Deanna

Eli's Automotive Glass
Foreign & Domestic Automobiles
Conventional & Cab-Over Trucks

(502) 759-4104

•

515 South 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Hwy. 691 (12th St • Murray

Congratulations
to all Secretaries
from

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
104 Maple St

753 3161
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TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1994

We Wish Everyone A Happy &
Professional Secretary Week and We
Appreciate Our Professional Staff.

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

1300 lohnson Boulevard. Murray. Kentucky 42071
502-750-0443 Member FDIC

Hook Up
With Established
Professionals

k.lommem r's mho you know fori •hal sou lux..
How do me know?
Were Prolesssond Seamanes Intern...mar the
%adds Iodine--oforstease 66,•4 gam,.
And. mem hooked up rah der best and bnghtev
`slide m boons

During the past year, the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries International lost two of its associates. The chapter
would like to take this opportunity to remember Mia Wilson
(left), a charter member, and Carol Luffman, a student member,
for the numerous contributions they made to the chapter and
for the Impact that they had on the lives of PSI members.

CAW knew la ad today TAW 89Tend0
PROIESSIONAl SECRETARIES tNt F WWIIONAt•
Hodt••••••• PO

TERRY ISAACS

IVO.•Mom CM}1606045-0.06

KAREN ISAACS

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 SOUTH THIRD STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
PHONE
(502) 753-2411

•Charter meeting...
FROM PAGE 8
Rhonda Rogers CPS, registration; Terri Mardis, CPS, banquet; Gale Vinson and Donna
Freitag, Secretary-of-the-Year
(SOTY) Event; Lisa Hill, hospitality; Dortha Stubblefield, decorations; Marion Hale, Sunday
breakfast; Laura Lohr, publicity
and arrangements; Mary Ann
Hargrove, SOTY luncheon; and

•

Betty Green, seminar. These ladies — amidst family, work,and
personal responsibilities — put
on a first-class event on a tight
budget. All of their efforts and
hard work were evident. Sharion
Bailey, Murray Chapter PSI
president, served a dual role this
year by presiding over all the
chapter meetings and being our
goodwill ambassador at annual
meeting. Members of the Murray

It's A Fact...

McKNIGHT AND
SONS SAWMILL
Located on Stewart Cemetery Road
Route 1, Box 137, Almo, Hy.

The well groomed secretary is better paid
than Mr overdoes. or fresh scrubbed counterpart
Dramatic, vibrant colors are kw obvious and
distracting for the office sad kilt or so ma keup
make ma or
imasstare and mfteislied.
Secretaries that eft the best impressim are ready
Mimes with it, suede mak ems from

MERLE

noRmAn•

COSMETIC

STUDIOS

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Buyers of Timber and Logs
Slabs, Sawdust, and Mulch for sale.
753-7528

753-5305 (office)

for

7534924

Rose's
Wheel Alignment
Tire Balancing & Brake Repair
Rack & Pinion Repair

MON%

3rd & Olive St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone (502) 753-4582

salutes all secretaries during
Professional Secretaries Week
1503 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-5353

Brenda's
Beauty
Salon
Uncle Jasfr a Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Glenda Roberts - Owner-Operator
tors
Sheltie it Susi - •

Phone
753-1351

Chapter PSI are to be congratulated for being active in this
event. Overall evaluations indicated the meeting went very
efficiently as a result of membership involvement.
Local businesss and individuals were very generous in their
support of door prizes for our
"social link" and goody bags for
registration. A list of all firms
and individuals who donated
items was provided as part of the
registration packet. It was also
posted at the registration desk
and in the hospitality room. Employers who supported their associates by allowing them time
off to set-up for the meeting,
attend the seminar Friday afternoon, and reimburse them for
business expenses also deserve
acknowledgment. By promoting
attendance in this type of activity, support staff can greatly
add to the quality of work ethic in
the workplace.

•€

•Etherton...
FROM PAGE 2
my field arid he continually encourages me to accomplish my
goal of professional competence
and development; he encouraged
and motivated me through my
process of becoming a Certified
Professional Secretary and receiving my Associate of Arts
Degree in Office Systems; I am
very honored to have the privilege of working under his
supervision - I feel he is truly
deserving of the honor of "Boss
of the Year."
All submitted resumes for
Boss of the Year were reviewed
by a non-partial panel of judges
composed of a secretary from
Waukegan, Illinois; a teacher
from Knoxville. Tennessee; and
business executive from Paducah, Kentucky.
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Ten Commandments For
Secretarial Success
Modern Secretary Magazine
1. Bc loyal.
2. If you have no sense of humor,develop one,take your job seriously,
but not yourself.
3. Be sympathetic.
4. Stop worrying about whether the people around you are working as
hard as you think they ought to be.
5. Bc honest with your boss,the kind of honesty that makes it possible
to say these four difficult words "I made_ a mistake."
6. Don't be afraid of a little overtime.
7. Don't resort .to tears when things go wrong.
8. Accept responsibility but don't take over.
9. Be enthusiastic about your job. Enthusiasm is the rt)ot ot all success.
10. Praise your boss once in a while. It mighl Come as a shock, you can
forget about the other nine rules and take the rest of the day oft!
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Best Wishes Secretaries
During Professional Secretaries' Week
For the best take-out food in town
shop Owen's Deli
Deli Hot Line Ph. 753-7811

Officers
Officers of the Professional Secretaries International Murray chapter are: (back row from left) treasurer Liz Darnall; corresponding secretary Terri Mardis, CPS; recording secretary Mary Ann Hargrove; (front row from left) vice president Laura Lohr; president Rhonda F. Rogers, CPS; and
president-elect Belinda Woods, CPS.

OWEN'S
FOOD MARKET
1407 Main Street

Salute to
secretaries

new-exvivirincic.vice.N.;wixeinciAviviAN:.ATE JR'S

In honor of National Secretaries Week — April 24-30, 1994
— let's take a light-hearted look
at what many people expect from
their assistants. Actually, secretaries constitute the largest segment of the office work world.
The number of secretaries in the
United States is projected to risc
to 3,488,000 by the year 2005.

CONGRATULATIONS SECRETARIES
Murray Auto Auction, Inc.

Few jobs have changed - or
remained the same - as much as
those of secretaries. Just a few
short years ago, steno pads, carbon paper and mimeograph machines were the tools of the trade.
Now, secretaries work with
disks, blinking cursors and
high-speed laser printers.
Even more important than the
changes in office equipment is
the increasingly professional image of our nation's secretaries.
Secretaries are now recognized
and certified for their skills and
competence in a host of trades.
Let's salute these men and
women during National Secretaries Week with this tongue-incheek look at the job description
of the perfect secretary.

MURRAY AUTO AUCTION INC.
Route 1 Box 23, Almo, Kentucky 42020
Phone (502) 753-8300; Thurs. Night 6:30 ..m.
.
_•55e
1 .1 ..55556555555555555555555.5 IlL,411151551
.9.

We Appreciate
Our Secretaries

Phone 753-4682

Salute To
Secretaries

HOLTON, MELUGIN
& HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-3415

Murray, Ky. 42071
211 So 12th St
Since 1919

41.14111,11

o•

HT MARKETING, INC.

4
411:J.:•'

753-1362

306 Andrus Ave., P.O. Box 790 Murray, KY 42071

In appreciation to

Elaine Keel

&hind every successfuL business...
is a hard working secretary.
And on every good
secretary... is a little
bit of elegance and a
whole lot of style with
outfits from...

Carolyn Drury
Heskett Chiropractic Center
301 N. 12th St.
University Square

759-1116

400 8. 12th. Murray

753-7435
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Murray Chapter of PSI

,

Lynda tips her hat
in honor of the
SECRETARIES
in Calloway County.
Lynda. TOM, Uke and Bob

• 304A North 12th • 759-2001

f

S
GREY'
PROPERTIES

116
~
101111

Sara Alexander
Dr. Eldon E. Ileathcott
‘turray State Uni‘ersit

Neva Gray Allbritten
Retired, Bank of Murray

Sharion Bailey
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth
Murray State Unkersity

161
'
-1.

We Appreciate Your
Fine Work and Dedication
Linda Ford, Sue Thurmond,
Tonya Bogard & Catherine Delorenzo
Since 1928

IN Parker Ford IM
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

0
Debbie Bennett
Dr. Thomas B. Auer
Murray State University

Kelly Buffington
Mr. Larry Opperman
Murray State University

Carolyn Byars
Mr. Charles S. Foster
Bank of Murray

Best Wishes
Professional Secretaries
International

753-5273

RYAN MILK SALUTES I
OUR SECRETARIES

rey's
v Sto
Food Giant
Super Market
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8322
Kay Burgdolf
Mr. Ron Cook
Fisher Price Toys

•

that mean BUSINESS

L to R: Jama Galloway, Nancy Hutson, and Becky Borton. These
three individuals support the senior management team and sales
managers in a consistent professional manner.

We salute all
secretaries

nYan Mik
a
GENERAL DAIRY SERVICE
A Division Of Dean Foods
East Chestnut St. • P.O. Box 1175 • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3012 • Fax (502) 753-9474

lifilipanC31111142:1*"t
753-8272
1203 Chestnut

Elizabeth Darnall
Peoples Bank

••••.
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4**441.
Hoffman's

Inc.

Garden Center • Gift Shop • Landscaping
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky.

Mon.-Frl. 8-5
Sat. 9-4 - Sun. 1-4

759-4512

Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
Renee Doyle
Mr. Phil Riney
Bank of Murray

Gela Edwards
Dr. Thomas B. Auer
Murray State University

Jeanne Fleming
Office Extras, Inc.

Salutes all

Secretaries!
Why use our services?
Jams Galloway
Mr. Tom Yates
Ryan Milk Company

Anita Gallimore
Mr. Phil Riney
Bank of Murray

Marion Hale
Mr. Lynn H. Thompson
Mr. Richard T. Rogers
Ellis Popcorn Company, Inc.

Mca

@Professional screening
•Extensive contacts,,
•Chialified, experienced
employees

()rill temporary and/or
permanent heeds
•Rorded workers
•No pay roll problems

• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED •

INC.
Jeanne Fleming, President

753-022q

Congratulates All
Secretaries
Thanks For Your Help
Full Service Restaurant
Private Meeting Facilities for 10-150
U.S. Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-5986 or 1-800-HOLIDAY
Lisa Hanberry

RESTAURANT - CATERING - PRIVATE PARTIES

Temptations, Inc.
Deborah S. Williams
Owner and Manager

Mary Asa Ibrpere
Dr. Jaws L. Booth
Murray State University

102 So. 6th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8116

Pictured L-R first row: Belinda Woods CPS, Laura Lehr, Donna Futrell,
Laura Tucker, Dianna Johnson. and Terri Mardis CPS, Office Amistants.
Second row: G.B. Collins, Jr., Vice President and Manager, VMC; E.M
Shinners, Executive Vice President and General Manager; and P.N. Kurz,
Vice President and Manager, VCC. Not pictured is C.D. Smith, Sr., Office
and Personnel Manager.

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP.
VANDERBILT MINERALS CORP.
licrciarl.:81 Company,Inc.
We ore Proud of Our

Secretaries

"9.
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Murray Chapter of PSI
•re

Lori Harris
Mr. Phil Riney
Bank of Murray

Nancy Hutson
Mr. Dan Green
Ryan Milk Company

Sheri Hill
Mr. Richard Vanover
Bank of Murray

Lisa Hill
Ms. Gail Parker
Bank of Murray

Melva Hatcher
Dr. Thomas I. Miller
Murray State University

Salute To
Secretaries

ft41 Placit
Southside Manor

Congratulations

Tammy Locke
Mr. James DeBoer
Murray State University

Barbara Lax
Mr. James DeBoer
Murray State Universkt

Patricia Hutson
Mr. Stuart Poston
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

We Are Proud
Of Our Office
Professionals

to all this community's

Professional Secretaries

Laura Lohr
Mr. Ed. M. Shinners
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp

Cornpliments

•

To

Secretaries
I
LerAil• Hart Betty lieKhawry, CU* Perth soul Marilyn

«Taloa

We Take Special Pnde In Recognizing our
Customer Service Representatives.
-te
V44

*
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Bel-Air Center

CA13 E'
VLSI!N

Donald E. Henry
Gayle Weaver & Julie Wilson
%
(STAT.1 'ARIA

._

State Farm
e, Insurance Agency

INSURANCI

753-5005

302 Maln

Murray. Ky. 42071

753-9936
.

Terri Mardb, CPS
Mr. Ed M. Shinners
Vanderbilt Chemical Cori,
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Murray Chapter of PSI

orft
Pamela Oglesby
Ms. Gail Parker
Bank of Murray

Annie Nance
Mr. II. Glenn Doran
Peoples Bank
Debbie McCabe
West Kentucky Allied Services

Jeanie Morgan
Mr. Jim Baurer
Murray State University

Melody McIntyre
Ms. Anne Barrow
Bank of Murray

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto

Home
Busimegi

Jim Palm

vial
Life (
Helath

Asoulties

A traidtion in service Ill
since 1981
(502)
717
53-0621 Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, JCz.

Shirley Reamer
Dr. Paul McNeary
Murray State University

Marlene Roberts, CPS
Mr. W.A. Franklin
Murray Board of Education

Congratulations Secretaries

Shirley Parrish
Ms. Judy Whitten
Murray Board of Education

SEAFOOD
EXPRESS
Plaza• Murray. KY IN (502)753-6149

Olympic
Weekdays & Sunday: 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturday 4 p.m.-9 p.m.

713 South 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (502) 753-6800
'a 41/4
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Air at eh

Kelvin R. York • Keith S. York • James M. Coleman
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Rhonda Rogers, CPS
Dr. Robert C. Etherton
Murray State University

WSJP

We're Proud of Our
Office Support Group

1130 AM
Your News - Talk Leader
with

p

RUSH LIMBAUGH M-F, 2-5
vie .it
tote A.Les

reicretari.

Ia
ilamthal

RESTAURANT
Joy Stayers
James 0. Overby
Murray State University

MARTHA HODGE
OWNER

Hwy. 441 North
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 7594448
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Dortha Stubblefield
Ms. %Vilma Billington
Rank of Murray

Cathy D. Thompson
Ms. Jean Homra
Murray State University

Sandy Vincent
Mr. Ronnie Gibson
Rank of Murray

We Salute
Our Secretaries
Carol McClard
Ruby VanDyke

4.•

Julie Null
Shelia Harrison

cam's
al

Gale Vinson
Mr. Jim Baurer
Murray State University

Faye Wells, CPS
Major John W. Harbison
Murray State University

Belinda Woods, CPS
Mr. FRI M. Shinners
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

To all of Murray's
fine secretaries
we applaud you for
a job well done.

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE • JEEP • EAGLE

1400 North 641
Murray, Ky.
Phone: (502) 753-6448
(

FUN FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
...With Pontoon Boating

JCPenney
•
1-1;#

a. •

Sharon Wilson
Dr. C. Ronald Cella
Murray State University

FUN! FUN! FUN!

Chestnut Hills • Murray

The Home Team Appreciates

Ellen Jones & Phyllis Huggins
For A Job Well Done
to you can .epen' on.
Riviera Cruiser SUNCRUISER
Playbuoy
HARRIS FloteBote
Your Pontoon Boat Supermarket
Over 50 pontoon boats in stock for your selection.
The McClure's
Pontoon

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Kelly Young, CPS
Mr. John Fitzgibbon
Murray State University
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 1-502-753-8116
Ph miles from Murray, KY on Hwy. 94 E.
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